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Abstract

This thesis deals with multimedia communication over unreliable and resource
constrained IP-based packet-switched networks. The focus is on estimating, eval-
uating and enhancing the quality of streaming media services with particular re-
gard to video services. The original contributions of this study involve mainly the
development of three video distortion estimation techniques and the successive
definition of some application scenarios used to demonstrate the benefits obtained
applying such algorithms. The material presented in this dissertation is the result
of the studies performed within the Telecommunication Group of the Department
of Electronic Engineering at the University of Trieste during the course of Doc-
torate in Information Engineering.

In recent years multimedia communication over wired and wireless packet based
networks is exploding. Applications such asBitTorrent, music file sharing, multi-
media podcasting are the main source of all traffic on the Internet. Internet radio
for example is now evolving into peer to peer television such asCoolStreaming.
Moreover, web sites such asYouTubehave made publishing videos on demand
available to anyone owning a home video camera. Another challenge in the mul-
timedia evolution is inside the house where videos are distributed over local WiFi
networks to many end devices around the house. More in general we are assisting
an all media over IP revolution, with radio, television, telephony and stored media
all being delivered over IP wired and wireless networks. All the presented ap-
plications require an extreme high bandwidth and often a low delay especially for
interactive applications. Unfortunately the Internet and the wireless networks pro-
vide only limited support for multimedia applications. Variations in network con-
ditions can have considerable consequences for real-time multimedia applications
and can lead to unsatisfactory user experience. In fact, multimedia applications
are usually delay sensitive, bandwidth intense and loss tolerant applications. In or-
der to overcame this limitations, efficient adaptation mechanism must be derived
to bridge the application requirements with the transport medium characteristics.
Several approaches have been proposed for the robust transmission of multimedia
packets; they range from source coding solutions to the addition of redundancy
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with forward error correction and retransmissions. Additionally, other techniques
are based on developing efficient QoS architectures at the network layer or at the
data link layer where routers or specialized devices apply different forwarding
behaviors to packets depending on the value of some field in the packet header.
Using such network architecture, video packets are assigned to classes, in order
to obtain a different treatment by the network; in particular, packets assigned to
the most privileged class will be lost with a very small probability, while packets
belonging to the lowest priority class will experience the traditional best–effort
service. But the key problem in this solution is how to assign optimally video
packets to the network classes. One way to perform the assignment is to proceed
on a packet-by-packet basis, to exploit the highly non-uniform distortion impact
of compressed video. Working on the distortion impact of each individual video
packet has been shown in recent years to deliver better performance than relying
on the average error sensitivity of each bitstream element. The distortion impact
of a video packet can be expressed as the distortion that would be introduced at
the receiver by its loss, taking into account the effects of both error concealment
and error propagation due to temporal prediction.

The estimation algorithms proposed in this dissertation are able to reproduce ac-
curately the distortion envelope deriving from multiple losses on the network and
the computational complexity required is negligible in respect to those proposed in
literature. Several tests are run to validate the distortion estimation algorithms and
to measure the influence of the main encoder-decoder settings. Different applica-
tion scenarios are described and compared to demonstrate the benefits obtained
using the developed algorithms. The packet distortion impact is inserted in each
video packet and transmitted over the network where specialized agents manage
the video packets using the distortion information. In particular, the internal struc-
ture of the agents is modified to allow video packets prioritization using primarily
the distortion impact estimated by the transmitter. The results obtained will show
that, in each scenario, a significant improvement may be obtained with respect to
traditional transmission policies.

The thesis is organized in two parts. The first provides the background material
and represents the basics of the following arguments, while the other is dedicated
to the original results obtained during the research activity.
Referring to the first part in the first chapter it summarized an introduction to
the principles and challenges for the multimedia transmission over packet net-
works. The most recent advances in video compression technologies are detailed
in the second chapter, focusing in particular on aspects that involve the resilience
to packet loss impairments. The third chapter deals with the main techniques
adopted to protect the multimedia flow for mitigating the packet loss corruption
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due to channel failures. The fourth chapter introduces the more recent advances in
network adaptive media transport detailing the techniques that prioritize the video
packet flow. The fifth chapter makes a literature review of the existing distortion
estimation techniques focusing mainly on their limitation aspects.
The second part of the thesis describes the original results obtained in the mod-
elling of the video distortion deriving from the transmission over an error prone
network. In particular, the sixth chapter presents three new distortion estimation
algorithms able to estimate the video quality and shows the results of some vali-
dation tests performed to measure the accuracy of the employed algorithms. The
seventh chapter proposes different application scenarios where the developed al-
gorithms may be used to enhance quickly the video quality at the end user side.
Finally, the eight chapter summarizes the thesis contributions and remarks the
most important conclusions. It also derives some directions for future improve-
ments.

The intent of the entire work presented hereafter is to develop some video dis-
tortion estimation algorithms able to predict the user quality deriving from the
loss on the network as well as providing the results of some useful applications
able to enhance the user experience during a video streaming session.
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Background



Chapter 1

Multimedia over Networks: a new
revolution

Today multimedia communication over wired and wireless packet based networks
is exploding. Applications such as BitTorrent [1], originally used for video down-
loads, now take up the lion’s share of all traffic on the Internet. Music file sharing
for example has moved into the mainstream with significant legal downloads of
music and video to small devices such as cellular phones, smart phones, iPods
and other portable media players. Multimedia podcasting to client computers
and portable devices is a phenomenon exploding in its own right. Internet ra-
dio, pioneered in the late 1990s, is now evolving in peer to peer television such
as CoolStreaming [2]. Audio and video on demand over the Internet, also avail-
able since the late 1990s on the Web sites of well-funded organizations such as
www.CNN.com, is now the core of new music and video businesses from Nap-
ster [3] to the iTunes [4] service. Moreover, web sites such as YouTube [5] allowed
publishing videos on demand available to anyone owning home video camera,
which these days is nearly everyone owning a mobile phone. Indeed, most mobile
phones today can actively download and upload photos and videos, sometimes in
real time. Finally, Internet telephony is another multimedia service emerged, with
popular applications such as Skype [6], VoIPStunt [7] and many other compa-
nies offering voice and video conference over the Internet. In general, Voice over
IP (VoIP) is revolutionizing the voice telecommunications industry, as circuit-
switched equipment from Private Branch eXchange (PBX) to long haul equipment
is being replaced by soft IP switches such as Asterisk [8]. Enhanced television is
also being delivered into the living room over IP networks by traditional telephone
providers through Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) technologies as demonstrated in
Italy by FastWeb [9].

Another challenge in the multimedia revolution takes place inside the house:
the electronics manufacturers, the computer industry and its partners, are distribut-
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ing audio and video over local WiFi networks to monitors and speakers around the
house. Now that the analog-to-digital revolution is complete, we are assisting an
all media over IP revolution, with radio, television, telephony and stored media
all being delivered over IP wired and wireless networks.

The presented applications include an extreme high number of new multime-
dia related services but unfortunately the Internet and the wireless networks only
provide limited support for multimedia applications. The Internet and wireless
networks have unpredictable and variable conditions influenced by many factors.
If averaged over time, this variability may not significantly impact delay insensi-
tive applications such as file transfer. However, variations in network conditions
can have considerable consequences for real-time multimedia applications and
can lead to unsatisfactory user experience. In fact, multimedia are usually de-
lay sensitive, bandwidth intense, and loss tolerant. These properties can change
the fundamental principles of communication design for these applications. The
concepts, theories and solutions that have traditionally been taught in information
theory, communication, and signal processing may not be directly applicable to
highly time-varying channel conditions and delay sensitive multimedia applica-
tions. As a consequence, in recent years, the area of multimedia communication
and networking has emerged not only as a very active and challenging research
topic, but also as an area that requires the definition of new fundamental concepts
and algorithms that differ from those taught in conventional signal processing and
communication theory.

1.1 Features of today Internet: mobile, home net-
works

The emergence of communication infrastructures such as the Internet and wire-
less networks enabled the proliferation of the above mentioned multimedia ap-
plications. These applications range from simple music download to a portable
device, watching TV through the Internet on a laptop, or viewing movie trailers
posted on the web through a wireless link. Some of these applications are new to
the Internet revolution, while others may seem more traditional, such as sending
VoIP to an apparently conventional telephone, sending television over IP to an
apparently conventional set top box, or sending music over WiFi to an apparently
conventional stereo amplifier. All these applications have different characteristics
and requirements that will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
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1.2 Streaming vs Downloading

Conventional downloading applications (e.g., file transfer such as File Transfer
Protocol (FTP)) involve downloading a file before it is viewed or consumed by a
user. Examples of such multimedia downloading applications are downloading an
MP3 song to a portable device, downloading a video file to a computer through
BitTorrent, or downloading a podcast from a web site. Downloading is usually
a very robust way to deliver media to an end user. However, downloading has
two potentially disadvantages for multimedia applications. First, a large buffer
is required whenever a large media file (e.g., an entire MPEG-4 movie film) is
being downloaded. Second, the amount of time required for the download can
be relatively large, requiring the user to wait minutes or even hours before being
able to view the content. Thus, while downloading is simple and robust, it pro-
vides only limited flexibility to users. An alternative to the downloading is the
streaming. Streaming applications are able to split the media bitstream into sepa-
rate chunks (usually referred as packets), which can be transmitted independently
in the network, so that the receiver is able to decode and play back the parts of the
bit stream that are already received. The transmitter continues to send multime-
dia data packets while the receiver decodes and simultaneously plays back other
already received parts of the bit stream. This simple issue enables low delay be-
tween the instant when data is sent by the transmitter to the moment it is viewed
by the user. Low delay is a fundamental property for interactive applications such
as video conferences, but it is also important both for video on demand, where
the user may desire to change channels quickly, and for live broadcast where the
delay must be finite and relative low. The last advantage of streaming is its rela-
tively low storage requirements and increased flexibility for the user compared to
downloading. However, streaming applications, unlike downloading applications,
have deadlines and other timing requirements to ensure continuous real-time me-
dia playout. This leads to new challenges for communication system designers
who have to plan new strategies to support multimedia streaming applications.

1.3 Unicast, multicast and broadcast

Multimedia communication can be classified into one of three different categories:
unicast, multicast and broadcast depending on the relationship between the num-
ber of senders and receivers. Unicast transmission connects one sender to one
receiver. Examples of such applications include downloading, streaming media
on demand and point-to-point telephony. A main advantage of unicast is that
a feedback channel can be established between the receiver and the transmitter.
When there is such a feedback channel, the receiver can return information to the
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sender about the channel conditions, the end-user requirements, the end-device
characteristics and so on, which can be used accordingly, by the transmitter, to
adapt compression, error protection and other transmission aspects. Multicast
transmission connects the sender to multiple receivers that decide to participate in
the multicast session, over IP multicast or application level multicast (such as Peer
to Peer (P2P)). Multicast is more efficient than multiple unicasts in terms of net-
work resource utilization and server complexity. However, the main disadvantage
of multicast, compared to unicast, is that the sender cannot target its transmis-
sion toward a specific receiver. Finally, broadcast transmission connects a sender
to all receivers that it can reach through the network. An example is broadcast
over a wireless link or a shared Ethernet link. As in multicast, the communication
channel may be different for every receiver.



Chapter 2

Advances Compression Techniques:
Video Coding and Decoding
Strategies

2.1 Introduction

Video is becoming more and more popular for a large variety of applications and
networks. Internet and wireless video, has became part of our life. However,
despite many advances in terms of bandwidth and capacity enhancements in dif-
ferent networks, data transmission rate will always be limited due to physical lim-
itation aspects, especially for high quality high rate applications. For this reason
recent advance compression techniques are turning out to be very important. Fur-
thermore real-time delivery of multimedia data is required in several applications
such as conversational, streaming, broadcast or Video on Demand (VoD) services.
Under the real-time constraints required, the Quality of Service (QoS) available
in the current networks is in general inadeguate to guarantee error free delivery
content to all the receivers. Therefore, in addition to the capability of easy in-
tegration into existing and future networks, video codecs must provide advances
tools to cope with various transmission impairments. In particular video decoder
must tolerate delay and packet losses. It is worth noticing that in every communi-
cation environment, standardized solutions are appreciated at terminals to ensure
compatibility. That is the reason why video coding standards such as MPEG-4
and H.264/AVC became the most popular and attractive solution for many net-
work environments and application scenarios.
These standards, like numerous previous standards, use a hybrid coding approach,
namely Motion Compensated Prediction (MCP) that is combined with transform
coding of the residual components. This chapter is centered on MCP-coded video

6
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and the discussion mainly concentrates on tools and features integrated in the lat-
est video coding standard H.264/AVC [10–11] and its test model software JM
[12]. Instead of focusing on compression specific tools this chapter will focus
on specific tools for improved error resilience within standard-compliant MCP-
coded video. The encoding and decoding process based on MCP-coded video is
discussed for example in [13] and in the Special Issue [14].

2.1.1 Applications of Video Streaming

As discussed in 1, digitally coded video is used in a wide variety of applications
and in different environments. Video communications can be differentiated in
unicast streaming, multicast and broadcast services of on line generated or pre-
encoded content, video telephony and conferencing services as well as download
and play services. These applications can operate in completely different bit-
rate ranges. For example, High Digital TeleVision (HDTV) applications require
data rates of about 20 Mbit/s, whereas simple download and play services such
as Multimedia Messaging Services (MMS) on mobile devices might be satisfied
with 20 kbit/s that is three orders of magnitude less. However, video applications
have certain characteristics, which are of high importance for system design. For
example, they can be distinguished by the maximum tolerable end to end delay
and the possibility of online encoding or transcoding. This is in contrast with
the transmission of pre-encoded content where the video content is stored in a
server and is the end user that requires the media trough the Internet. In particu-
lar, the real-time services like broadcasting, unicast streaming, and conversational
services have many different challenges because reliable delivery of all data can
not be guaranteed in the existing networks. This is due to the fact that the feed-
back link in the actual systems is not always available or due to constraints on the
maximum tolerable delay. Among these applications, conversational applications
with end-to-end delay constraints of less than 200 to 250 ms are most challenging
for the system design.

2.2 Video Communication System

The main components of an entire video communication system will be described
accurately in the following sections with particular regard to the end user effects
caused by the network impairments.
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Figure 2.1: Lossy video transmission system.

2.2.1 End to End Video System

Fig. 2.1 provides an abstraction of a video transmission system that include the
main components from the transmitter end to the receiver end. In order to keep this
work focused, capturing, display devices, user interfaces, and security issues have
been excluded; other computational complexity issues have also been ignored.
Components that enhance system performance, e.g., a feedback channel, will be
introduced as well, later in this chapter.

In contrast with still images, video frames include timing information, which
has to be maintained to assure perfect reconstruction at the receiver’s display. Fur-
thermore, due to significant amount of spatio-temporal and psychovisual redun-
dancy in natural video sequences, video encoders are able to reduce the amount
of transmitted data significantly. However, excessive lossy compression results
in noticeable, annoying, or even intolerable artifacts in the decoded video pic-
tures. For this reason, a trade-off betweenrate anddistortion is always neces-
sary. Furthermore, real-time transmission of video adds additional challenges. In
particular, according to Fig. 2.1, the video encoder generates data units contain-
ing the compressed video stream, which is stored in the encoder buffer before the
transmission. The transmission system may delay, lose, or damage individual data
units. Furthermore, each processing and transmission step adds some delay, which
can be fixed, deterministic, or random. The encoder buffer and the decoder buffer
are used to compensate the bit rates fluctuations produced by the encoder as well
as channel delay variations to keep the end-to-end delay constant and to maintain
the right timeline at the decoder. Nevertheless, in general the initial playout delay
cannot be too excessive and strongly depends on the application constraints.

In contrast with analog audio, for example, compressed digital video cannot
be accessed at any random point due to variable-length entropy coding as well the
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syntax and semantics of the encoded video stream. In general, coded video data
can be viewed as a sequence of data units, referred to as Access Units (AU) in
MPEG-4 or Network Abstraction Layer Units (NALU) in H.264. The data units
are self-contained on a syntactic level and can be labeled as data unit specific in-
formation; for example their relative importance for video reconstruction quality
(slice P type, slice I type, slice B type). On the other hand due to spatial and
temporal prediction the independent compression of data units cannot be guaran-
teed without significantly losing compression efficiency. A concept of Directed
Acyclic Dependency (DAD) graphs on data units has been introduced in [15],
which formalizes all these issues. The data units themselves are either directly
forwarded to a packet network or encapsulated into a bit or byte stream format
containing unique synchronization codes and then injected into a circuit-switched
network.

2.2.2 Transmission over Error Prone Networks: Impairments

The process of introduction of errors and its effects are considerably different in
wired or in wireless networks. For wireless networks, fading and interference
causeburst errorsin form of multiple lost packets. Moreover congestion can re-
sult in lost packets in an wired IP network. Nowadays, even for wireless networks,
systems include tools able to detect the presence of errors in a packets on phys-
ical layer and the losses are reported to higher layers. These techniques usually
use Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) mechanisms. By consequence the video
decoder will not receive the entire bitstream. Intermediate protocol layers such as
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [16] might decide to completely drop erroneous
packets so deleting all the encapsulated data units.

Furthermore, video data packets are treated as lost if they are delayed more
than a tolerable threshold defined by the user video application. In both cases the
end effect is the loss of the entire data units so the decoder needs to deal with
such losses. Detailed description of the processes of losses in IP wireless based
networks will be given in another section.

2.2.3 Data Losses in MCP coded Video

Fig. 2.2 presents a typical simplified version of an end to end video system when
video, compressed using MCP, is transmitted over error prone channels. In this
contextt represents the time,st is a single video frame encapsulated in aPt net-
work packet,Ct indicate ifPt is correctly received or discarded, whilest(C) rep-
resents the decoded frame as a function of the channel error pattern. Suppose that
all Macroblocks (MBs) of one framest are contained in a single packetPt, for
example in a Network Abstraction Layer (NAL) unit in the case of H.264/AVC.
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Figure 2.2: Simplified lossy video transmission system.

Furthermore, assume that this packet is transmitted over a channel that forwards
correct packets to the decoder, and identify withCt = 1 the correct reception of
that packet whileCt = 0 means that the packet is corrupted and so discarded at
the receiver.

In case of successful transmission the packet is forwarded to the normal de-
coder operation such asEntropy DecodingandMotion compensated Prediction.
The prediction information and transform coefficients are reloaded from the coded
bitstream to reconstruct the current framest−1. After that the frame is forwarded
to the display buffer, and also to the reference frame buffer to be used in the MCP
process to reconstruct the following inter-coded frames (i.e. the framest frame).
In the case that the packetPt is lost, i.e. at the reference timet, Ct = 0, the so
called Error Concealment (EC) is necessary to be enabled. In the simplest form,
the decoder just skips the decoding operation and the display buffer is not updated
and so the displayed frame is stillst−1. The viewer will immediately recognize
the loss of motion since continuous display update is not maintained.

However, in addition to display buffer, the reference frame buffer is also not
updated as a result of this data loss. Even in case of successful reception of packet
Pt+1, the inter-coded framest+1, reconstructed at the decoder, will in general not
be identical to the reconstructed framest+1 at the encoder side. The reason is: as
the encoder and the decoder refer to a different reference signal in the MCP pro-
cess resulting in a reconstruction mismatch. Therefore, there will be a mismatch
in reference signal when decodingst+2. For this reason it is obvious that the loss
of a single packetPt affects the quality of all the inter-coded frames:st+1, st+2,
st+3,....
This phenomenon is present in any predictive coding scheme and is callederror
propagation. If predictive coding is applied in the spatial and temporal domains
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Figure 2.3: Example ofError Propagationeffect in a hybrid video coding system
due to a picture loss for theForemanvideo test sequence.

of a sequence of frames, it is referred to asspatio-temporal error propagation.
Therefore, for MCP-coded video, the reconstructed frame at the receiver,st,

not only depends on the actual channel behaviorCt, but on the previous channel
behaviorC[1:t] and this dependency is evidenced with:st(C[1:t]). An example for
error propagation is shown in Fig. 2.3. The top row presents the sequence with
perfect reconstruction so without channel losses; in the bottom row instead only
packetPt at timet = 1 is lost. Although the remaining packets are again correctly
received the error propagates and is still visible in decoded framest = 8. At time
t = 9, the encoder transmits an intra-coded image, and since no temporal predic-
tion is used for coding this frame, temporal error propagation is terminated at this
time. It should be noted, however, that even with inter-coded images, the effect of
a loss is reduced with every correct reception. This is because inter-coded frames
might consist of intra-coded regions that do not use temporal prediction. An en-
coder might decide to do so when it finds that temporal prediction is inefficient
for coding a certain image region. Following the intra image att = 9, the decoder
will be able to perfectly reconstruct the encoded images till another data packet is
lost for t > 9.

Therefore, a video coding system operating in environments where data units
might get lost, should provide one or more of the following features:

1. A mean that allows to avoid completely transmission errors;

2. Features that minimize the visual effects of errors in a reconstructed and
displayed frame;

3. Features to limit spatial as well as spatio-temporal error propagation in hy-
brid video coding.
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Figure 2.4: Lossy video transmission system.

The remainder of this chapter is restrict to forward predictive MCP video coding,
though most of the concepts generalize to any kind of dependencies. A formal
description of packetized video with slice structured coding, error concealment,
as well as the extension of operational encoder control for error-prone video trans-
mission, are discussed in Section 2.3.

2.3 Error Resilient Video Transmission

2.3.1 System Overview

The operation of an MCP video coding system in a transmission environment is
depicted in Fig. 2.4. It extends the simplified schema illustrated in Fig. 2.2 by the
addition of typical features used when transmitting video over error-prone chan-
nels. However, in general, for specific applications not all features are used, but
only a suitable subset is extracted. Frequently, the generated video data belonging
to a single frame is not encoded as a single data unit, but MBs are grouped in data
units and the entropy coding is such that individual data units are syntactically
accessible and independent. The generated video data might be processed in a
transmission protocol stack and some kind of error control is typically applied,
before the video data is transmitted over the lossy channel. Error control features
include Forward Error Correction (FEC), Backward Error Correction (BEC), and
any prioritization methods, as well as any combinations of those. At the receiver,
it is essential that erroneous and missing video data are detected and localized.
Commonly video decoders are able to treat only correctly received video data
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units, or at least with an error indication, that certain video data has been lost.
Video data units such as NAL units in H.264 are self-contained and therefore the
decoder can assign the decoded MBs to the appropriate locations in the decoded
frames. For those positions where no data has been received, error concealment
needs to be applied. Advanced video coding systems also allow reporting the loss
of video data units from the receiver to the video encoder. Depending on the appli-
cation, the delay, and the accurateness of the information, an online encoder can
exploit this information in the encoding process. Likewise, streaming servers can
use this information in their decisions. Several of the concepts briefly mentioned
in this high-level description of an error-resilient video transmission system will
be elaborated and investigated more in detail in remaining sections.

2.3.2 Design Principles

Video coding features such as MB assignments, error control methods, or ex-
ploitation of feedback information can be used exclusively for error robustness
purposes, depending on the application. It is necessary to understand that most
error-resilience tools decrease compression efficiency because they add further
information in the bitstream. Therefore, the main goal in transmitting video goes
along with the spirit of Shannon’s famous separation principle [17]:
“Combine compression efficiency with link layer features that completely avoid
losses such that the two aspects, compression and transport, can be completely
separated”.
Nevertheless, in several applications and environments, for example in low delay
situations, error-free transport may be impossible, in these cases the following
system design principles are essential:

1. Loss correction below codec layer: Minimizing the amount of losses in the
channel without sacrificing the video bit rate;

2. Error detection: If errors are unavoidable then erroneous video data will be
detected and localized;

3. Prioritization methods: If losses are unavoidable then at least minimize
losses for very important data are minimized;

4. Error recovery and concealment: In case of losses, the visual impact of
losses on the actually distorted frame is minimized;

5. Encoder-decoder mismatch avoidance: In case of losses, encoder and de-
coder mismatch needs to limit or completely avoid the effects of the error
propagation.
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The following sections will focus especially on the latter three design principles.
However, for completeness, we include a brief overview on the first two aspects
leading to treat all these advanced issues.

2.3.3 Error Control Methods

In wireless systems, below the application layer, error control such as FEC and
retransmission protocols are the primary tools for providing QoS. However, the
trade-offs among reliability, delay, and bit rate have to be considered. Neverthe-
less, to compensate the shortcomings of non-QoS (best effort) networks such as
the Internet or some mobile systems, error control features are introduced at the
application layer. For example, broadcast services apply application-layer FEC
schemes while point-to-point services use selective application layer retransmis-
sion schemes. For delay-uncritical applications instead, the Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) [18–19] can provide QoS. The topics of channel protection tech-
niques and FEC will be covered in detail later. We will not deal with these features
in this chapter, but we concentrate on video-related signal processing techniques
that enhance reliability and improve QoS.

2.3.4 Video Compression Tools related to Error Resilience

Video coding standards such as H.263 [20], MPEG-4 [21], as well as H.264 only
specify the decoder operation in case of reception of an error free bitstream as
well as the syntax and semantics of the video bitstream. By consequence, the de-
ployment of video coding standards still provides a significant amount of freedom
for decoders that have to process erroneous bitstreams. Depending on the com-
pression standard used, different compression tools, that offer some mechanisms
for error resilient transmission and for robust decoding, are actually available.

Video compression tools have evolved significantly over time in terms of the
error resilience they propose. Early video compression standards, as H.261 [22],
had very limited error resilience capabilities. Later standards like MPEG-1 and
MPEG-2 changed little in this regard since they were developed primarily for
compression and storage applications, like Compact Disk (CD) or Digital Video
Device (DVD) storage device, that does not require resilience capabilities [23].
With the introduction of H.263, the application starts to change dramatically. The
resilience tools of the first version of H.263 [24] had only marginal improvements
over MPEG-1, however later versions of H.263 (referred as H.263+ and H.263++
respectively) introduced several new tools that were developed specifically for
the purpose of error resilience. These tools resulted in a popular acceptance of
this codec; it replaced H.261 in most video communication applications giving
possible the transmission of video over the nets. In parallel to this work, the new
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emerging standard MPEG-4 Advanced Simple Profile (ASP) opted for an entirely
different approach. Some sophisticated resilience tools like Reversible Variable
Length Coding (RVLC) and Re-synchronization Markers (RM) were introduced
[25]. However, despite their strong concept, all these tools did not gain a wide
acceptance. One of the reasons why is that these tools try to solve the issues
of lower ISO/OSI layers in the application layer, which is not a widely accepted
approach. For example, RVLCs can be used at the decoder to reduce the impact of
errors in a corrupted data packet. However, as discussed in Section 2.2.2, errors
on physical layer can be detected and lower layers might discard these packets
instead of forwarding them to the application.

The introduction of H.264/AVC has changed radically this behavior. This stan-
dard, in fact, is equipped with a wide range of error resilience tools. Some of these
tools are modified and enhanced forms of these are introduced in H.263++. The
following subsections give a brief overview of these tools as they are formulated
in H.264/AVC, and the basic idea behind the introduction. Considering the rapid
evolution of these tools, it is also important to know the origin of these tools in
previous standards. Some specific H.264 error resilience features such as error-
resilient entropy coding schemes and Arbitrary Slice Ordering (ASO) will not be
discussed due to the complexity of the issues involved. A detailed description of
these features is provided in in [14]. Some of the resilience tools have a dual pur-
pose of increased compression efficiency along with error resilience, which seems
to be initially contradictory although it is not. In the last part of this chapter, some
of these tools will be considered in action in different applications measuring the
utilization impact on system performance.

2.3.4.1 Slice Coding

For typical digital video transmission over networks it is not suitable to transmit
all the compressed data belonging to a complete coded frame in a single data
packet for many reasons. Primarily, variations are expected in sizes of certain
such data packets because of a varying amount of redundancy in different frames
of the sequence. In this case the lower layers have to fragment the packet to make
it suitable for transmission. In case of a loss of a single fragment, the decoder
might be unable to decode an entire frame with one only synchronization point
available for an entire coded frame.

To overcome this problem,slicesprovide spatially distinct re-synchronization
points within the video data for a single frame (Fig. 2.5). A number of MBs are
grouped together, introducing a slice header which contains syntactic re-synchronization
bits. The concept of slices (referred to as Group of Blocks (GOB) in H.261 and
H.263) exists in different forms and in different standards, its usage was limited
to encapsulate individual rows of MBs in H.263 and MPEG-2. In this case, slices
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Figure 2.5: A picture divided into several slices. Slices are enhanced by the line
boundaries.

will result in a variable data unit size because of the varying amount of redundancy
in different regions of a frame. Slices were also introduced in H.264/AVC. The
encoder selects the location of the synchronization points at any MB boundary. In-
tra prediction and motion vector prediction are not allowed over slice boundaries.
In this way slices are independently decodable. Moreover, an arbitrary number of
MBs can be assigned to a single slice using some configuration files, which results
in different operation modes. For example, the encoder chooses to allocate either
a fixed number of MBs or a fixed number of bits to a single slice. The later oper-
ation mode, with a pre-defined data slice size, is especially useful from a network
perspective, since the slice size can be better matched to the packet size supported
by the network layer. In this case, a loss of a data unit on network layer will result
in a loss of a discrete number of slices, and a considerable portion of a picture
might remain unaffected by the loss.

Hence in H.264/AVC, slices are the basic output of the video encoder and form
an independently accessible entity. Provision of access to those units is either
provided by the use of an unique synchronization marker or by the appropriate
encapsulation in underlying transport protocols. The illustration of the slice mode
operation is clearly described in Fig. 2.5.

2.3.4.2 Flexible Macro Block Ordering

In previous video compression standards like MPEG- 1, MPEG-2 and H.263 etc.,
MBs are processed and transmitted in raster scan order, that is starting from the
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Figure 2.6: MBs of a picture allocated to 3 slice groups.

top-left angle of the image to the bottom right. However, if a data unit is lost, this
results in the loss of a connected area in a single frame.

In order to allow a more flexible transmission order of MBs in a frame in
H.264/AVC, Flexible Macroblock Ordering (FMO) [14] feature allows mapping
MBs to so-calledslice groups. A slice group may contain several slices. For
example, in Fig. 2.6, each region (a slice group) might be subdivided into sev-
eral slices. Hence, aslice groupcan be viewed as an entity similar to a picture
consisting of slices in the case when FMO is not used. Therefore, MBs may be
transmitted out of raster-scan order in an efficient way. This can be beneficial in
several cases as detailed in the following:

1. Several concealment techniques at the decoder rely on the availability of
correctly received neighbor MBs to conceal a lost MB. Hence, a loss of
collocated image areas results in poor concealment performance. Using
FMO, spatially collocated image areas can be interleaved in different slices.
This simple mechanism will result in a high probability that neighboring
MB data is available for concealing the lost MBs.

2. There might exist a Region Of Interest (ROI) within the images of a video
sequence, e.g., the face of the caller in a video conference system. Such
regions can be mapped into a separate slice group than the background to
protect better video packets from losses in the network layer.

2.3.4.3 Scalability

Scalable codingusually refers to a source coder that simultaneously provides dif-
ferent encoded version of the same data source at different quality levels by ex-
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Figure 2.7: The layout of a compressed video data without using data partitioning
(above) and with data partitioning (below) in H.263++. A packet starts with a
synchronization marker, while for data partitioning mode two additional synchro-
nization points are available, i.e., the header marker and the MV marker.

tracting a lower quality reconstruction from a single bitstream. Scalable coding
can be realized usingembedded bitstreams, i.e., the bit stream of a lower resolu-
tion is fitted into the bit stream of higher resolution layers. In general for video
sources the quality can be changed in three main directions, namely thespatial
resolution, the temporal resolutionor frame rate, and the quantization distortion
or SNR scalability. Scalable video coding is realized in standards in many dif-
ferent variants. Commonly, scalability is synonymously used with a specific type
of scalability namedsuccessive refinement. This specific case addresses the point
of view that information is added such that the initial reproduction is refined. A
new standard compatible with H.264/AVC has already started that perform en-
coding specification in order to gain benefits from scalability, the new model is
called Joint Scalable Video Model (JSVM) [26] and provides primarily support
for temporal scalability, spacial, and SNR scalability.

2.3.4.4 Data Partitioning

The concept of Data Partitioning (DP) begins with the fact that loss of some syntax
elements of bitstream result in a larger degradation of quality due to lack of redun-
dancy during Variable Length Coding (VLC) or CABAC decoding. For example,
the loss of MB mode information or Motion Vector (MV) information will for the
most of cases result in a larger distortion compared to loss of a high frequency
transform coefficients. This is intuitive since, for example, MB mode information
is required for decoding all the remaining dependent MBs.

In the case of MB data loss, data partitioning results in the so-called graceful
degradation of video quality. Graceful degradation targets reduction of perceived
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video quality that is approximatively proportionate to the amount of data lost. In
this case, the emphasis is on a good final reproduction quality.

The concept of separating the syntax elements in the order of their importance
starts with the MPEG-4 and H.263++. For these standards, video coded data
was categorized into header information, motion information, and texture infor-
mation (also called transformed residual coefficients), listed in the order of their
importance. Fig. 2.7 shows the layout of a compressed video data with and with-
out using data partitioning in H.263++. A packet starts with a synchronization
marker while, for data partitioning mode, two additional synchronization points
are available, i.e., the header marker and the MV marker. For example, combining
this concept with that of RVLC and RM, it could be possible to recover most of
header and MV information even for the case of high loss within the transform
coefficients partition.

In H.264/AVC with DP mode enabled each slice can be segmented into header
and motion information, intra information, and inter texture information spanning
the syntax elements to individual data units. Typically, the importance of the in-
dividual segments of the partition appears in the order of the list. In contrast to
MPEG-4, H.264/AVC distinguishes betweeninter- andintra-textureinformation
because of the more important role of the latter in error mitigation. The partitions
of different importance can be protected with for example Unequal Error Protec-
tion (UEP) techniques. The more important data need to be highly protected and
vice-versa. It is worth noticing that due to this reordering only on syntax level,
coding efficiency is not disturbed, but the loss of individual segments still results
in error propagation with similar but typically less severe effects as those shown
in Fig. 2.3. Additional detailed investigations of synergies of data partitioning and
UEP can be found in [27–29].

2.3.4.5 Redundant Slices

An H.264/AVC encoder may transmit a redundant version of slice sacrificing com-
pression efficiency. Duplicated redundant slice at the receiver can be simply dis-
carded by the decoder during the decoding process. However, when the original
slice is lost, this redundant data can be used to reconstruct the lost regions. For
example, in a system with high data loss probability, an H.264/AVC encoder can
exploit this feature to send redundant information about a ROI. Hence, the de-
coder will be able of displaying the lost ROI. It is worthwhile noticing that this
will still result in an encoder-decoder mismatch of reference pictures, since the
encoder being unaware of the loss uses the original slice as a reference, but this
effect will be less severe compared to the case when this tool is not used.
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Figure 2.8: Example of an H.264/AVC inter-predicted frame at a given timet,
with different MBs referencing different frames. The frame interval in this sketch
is T .

2.3.4.6 Flexible Reference Frame Concept

Standards such as H.263 version 1 and MPEG-2 only allow to use a single ref-
erence frame for predicting a P frame and at most two frames for predicting a
B frame. However, most input sequence manifest a significant dependencies be-
tween near pictures in the same Group Of Pictures (GOP). Hence, using more
frames than just the recent frame has the advantage of both increasing compres-
sion efficiency and improving error resilience. This concept will be beneficial
mostly for transmission over error-prone channels. In prior codecs, if the encoder
only uses one reference picture and this picture is lost at the decoder side the only
available option, to limit error propagation was request intra coded information.
In fact, in this case, the encoder and the decoder are not synchronized and the
error propagation happen while an I frame is received. However, intra coded data
has significantly large size compared to temporally predicted data, which results
in further delays and losses on the network. H.263+ and MPEG-4 have proposed
tools like the Reference Picture Selection (RPS) that allows encoder selection of
a reference picture on a slice or a GOP bases. This feature has posed several
computational complexity in the encoder that need to enhance significantly the
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Figure 2.9: H.264/AVC inter-prediction with sub-sequences. Arcs show the refer-
ence frame used for prediction.

encoding time of P slice because of the high complexity in searching the motion
vectors that minimize the MB Mean Square Error (MSE). On the contrary, at the
decoder side temporal prediction is still possible from other correctly received
frames. This issue results in an improved error resilience by avoiding using cor-
rupted picture areas as reference. In H.264/AVC this concept has been generalized
to allow reference frames to be selected in a flexible way on MB basis (Fig. 2.8). It
is also possible using two weighted reference signals for MB inter prediction. The
encoder leaves encoded frames in a short-term and long-term memory buffers for
future use. The frames stored in the buffer can be used for compression efficiency,
for bit-rate control and even for error resilience. It is worth noticing that flexi-
ble reference frames can also be used to enablesub-sequencesin the compressed
stream to effectively enable temporal scalability. The basic idea is to use a sub-
sequence of “anchor frames” at lower frame rate than the overall sequence frame
rate, shown asP frames in Fig. 2.9. Other frames are inserted in between these
frames to achieve the overall target frame rate, shown asP ′ frames in Fig. 2.9.
Here, as an example, every third frame is a P frame. TheseP ′ frames can use the
low frame rate P frames as reference. This is shown by the chain of prediction
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Figure 2.10: Inter prediction with open GOP intra “I” (left) and IDR (right). Tem-
poral prediction (shown by arcs) is not allowed from the frames coded before an
IDR frame.

arcs in the same figure. If such aP ′ frame is lost, the error propagates only till
the next P is received. Hence, P frames are more important and they should be
protected more thanP ′ frames. Prioritization techniques at lower layers can ap-
ply this fact. This concept is similar to using B frames in prior standards, except
that a one-directional prediction chain avoids any buffering overhead as with the
bi-directionally predicted B pictures.

2.3.4.7 Intra Information Coding

Even though temporal redundancy might exist in a frame, it is still necessary to
have the capability of switching off temporal prediction in hybrid video coding.
This feature enables random access and also provides an efficient error robust
mechanism. Any video coding standard allows encoding image regions in intra
mode, i.e., without reference to a previously coded reference frame. In a straight-
forward way completely intra coded frames might be inserted. These frames will
be referred to asintra frames. In H.264/AVC, flexible reference frame concept al-
low the usage of several reference frames. Hence in H.264/AVC, intra frames are
further distinguished as Instantaneous Decoder Refresh (IDR) frames andopen
GOP intra frames whereby the latter do not provide the random access property
as possibly frames “before” the intra frame are used as reference for “later” pre-
dictively coded frames (Fig. 2.10).

In addition, intra information can be introduced for parts of a predictively
coded image. Again, most video coding standards allow encoding of single MBs
for regions that cannot be predicted efficiently or due to any other case the encoder
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decides for non predictive mode. H.264/AVC intra coded MBs gain significant
compression by using spatial prediction from neighboring blocks. To limit error
propagation, in H.264/AVC this intra mode can be modified such that intra predic-
tion from inter-coded MBs is disallowed. In addition, encoders can also guarantee
that MB intra updates result in Gradual Decoding Refresh (GDR), i.e., the entirely
correct output pictures after a certain period of time.

2.3.4.8 Switching Pictures

H.264/AVC includes a feature that allows to apply predictive coding even in
case of different reference signals. This unique feature is enabled by introduc-
ing Switching Predictive (SP) pictures for which the MCP process is performed
in the transform domain rather than in the spatial domain and the reference frame
is quantized usually with a liner quantizer than that used for the original frame
before it is forwarded to the reference frame buffer. These so called Primary
SP (PSP) frames, which are introduced to the encoded bit stream, are generally
slightly less efficient than regular P-frames but significantly more efficient than
regular I-frames. The major benefit results from the fact that this quantized refer-
ence signal can be generated without mismatch using any other prediction signal.
In case of this prediction signal is generated by predictive coding, the frames are
referred to as Secondary SP (SSP) frames, which are usually significantly less
efficient than P-frames, as an exact reconstruction is necessary. To generate this
reference signal without any predictive signal, the so called Switching Intra (SI)
frames can be used. SI pictures are only slightly less inefficient than common
intra-coded pictures and can also be used for adaptive error resilience purposes.
Further details on this unique feature within H.264/AVC are included in [30].

2.4 Re-synchronization and Error Concealment

2.4.1 Formalization of H.264 Packetized Video

Using the slices and slice groups as detailed in the above sections, video coding
standards and in particular H.264/AVC provides a flexible and efficient syntax to
map theNMB MBs of each framest of the image sequence to individual data units.
The encoding ofst results in one or more data unitsPi with sequence numberi.
The video transmission system considered is shown in Fig. 2.11 assumes that
each data unitPi is transmitted over a channel that either delivers the data unitPi

correctly, indicated byCi = 1, or loses the data unit, i.e.,Ci = 0. A data unit
is also assumed to be lost if it is received after its Decoding Time Stamp (DTS)
expired. More sophisticated concepts also regards multiple decoding deadlines
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Figure 2.11: Lossy video transmission system.

named Accelerated Retroactive Decoding (ARD) [31] in which late data units are
processed by the decoder to update at least the reference buffer, resulting in a
reduction of long-term error propagation.

At the receiver, due to the coding restriction of slices the decoder is able to
reconstruct the information of each data unit and its encapsulated slice received
correctly. The decoded MBs are then distributed according to the mappingM in
the frame. For all MBs positions, for which no data has been received, appropriate
error concealment has to be invoked before the frame is forwarded both to the ref-
erence buffer and the display buffer. The decoded sourceŝt obviously depends on
the channel behavior for all the data unitsPi corresponding the current framest,
but due to the predictive coding and error propagation it also depends on the chan-
nel behavior of all previous data units,Ct , C[1:it]. This dependency is expressed
asŝt(Ct).

Due to the bidirectional nature of conversational applications, a low-delay,
low bit rate, error-free feedback channel from the receiver to the transmitter, as
indicated in Fig. 2.11 can be assumed at least for some applications. This feed-
back link allows sending back some channel messages. These messages make the
transmitter aware of the channel conditions so that it may react to these conditions.

2.4.2 Video Packetization Modes in H.264

At the encoder the application of slice structured coding and FMO allows limiting
the amount of lost data in case of transmission errors. Especially using FMO, the
mapping of MBs to data units basically provides arbitrary flexibility. However,
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Figure 2.12: Different packetization modes: a) Constant number of MBs per slice
with variable number of bytes per slices; b) Maximum number of bytes per slice
with variable number of MBs per slice.

there is a few typical mapping modes, which are discussed in the following.
Without the use of FMO, the encoder can choose between two slice coding

options, one with a constant number of MBs,NMB/DU , within one slice resulting
in an arbitrary size, and one with the slice size limited to some maximum number
of bytesSmax, resulting in an arbitrary number of MBs per slice. Whereas, with
the first mode the slice types are similar to that present in H.263 and MPEG-2,
the last mode is especially useful to introduce some QoS as commonly the slice
size and the resulting packet size determines the data unit loss rate, for example,
in wireless systems. Examples of the two different packetization modes and the
resulting locations of the slice boundaries in the bit stream are shown in Fig. 2.12.
With the use of FMO, the flexibility of the packetization modes is significantly
enhanced as shown in the examples in Fig. 2.13. Features such as slice interleav-
ing, dispersed MB allocation using checkerboard-like patterns, enable grouping
one or several slice groups. Slice interleaving and dispersed MB allocation are
especially powerful in conjunction with appropriate error concealment, i.e., when
the samples of a missing slice are surrounded by many samples of correctly de-
coded slices. Although, this is discussed in the following section. For dispersed
MB allocation typically and most efficiently checkerboard patterns are used, if no
specific area of the video is treated with higher priority.
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Figure 2.13: Specific MB allocation maps: foreground slice groups with one left-
over background slice group, checkerboard pattern with two slice groups, and
sub-pictures within a picture.

Video data units may also be packetized on a lower transport layer, e.g., within
Real Time Protocol (RTP) [32], by the use of aggregation of packets, by which
several data units are collected and fitted into a single transport packet, or by using
fragmentation units, i.e., a single data unit is distributed over several transport
packets.

2.4.3 Error Concealment

With the detection of a lost data unit at the receiver, the decoder conceals the lost
image areas. Error concealment is anon normativefeature in any actual video de-
coder, and a large number of techniques have been proposed in literature spanning
in a wide range of performance and complexity. The basic idea is that the decoder
should generate a representation for the lost area that matches perceptually as
close as possible to the lost information without knowing the lost information.
All these techniques are based onbest effort, with no guarantee of an optimal
solution. Since the concealed version of the decoded image will still differ from
its corresponding version at the encoder side, error propagation will still occur in
the following decoded images until the reference frames receives re-synchronize
encoder and decoder.

From this point of view most popular techniques are based on a few common
assumptions as follow:

• Continuity of image content in spatial domain: natural scene content typi-
cally consists of smooth texture;

• Temporal continuity: smooth object motion is more common compared to
abrupt scene changes and those collocated regions in image tend to have
similar motion displacement.
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Figure 2.14: Pixels used for spatial error concealment (shaded pixels) of a lost
MB, M = N = 16.

Such techniques manage the received information of surrounding area in the spa-
tial and temporal domain to conceal the lost regions. In the following the focus is
on the techniques that conceal each lost MB individually and do not modify the
correctly received data.

To simplify the discussion in this section, “data loss” refers to the case thatall
the related information of one or several MBs is lost, e.g., MB mode, transformed
residual coefficients and MVs (for the case of inter-coded MBs). This assumption
is quite practical as typically a corrupted packet will be detected and discarded
before the video decoder initiates the decoding process (i.e. at other ISO levels).

There is an exhaustive amount of literature proposing different error conceal-
ment techniques. However, only a few schemes are commonly used in practi-
cal applications due to their limited computational complexity. Emphasis will be
given on error concealment techniques with some practical relevance providing
reference to other important error concealment methods available in literature. In
general, error concealment needs to trade off between performance and complex-
ity.
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2.4.3.1 Spatial Error Concealment

Spatial error concealment techniques are based on the assumption of continuity
of natural scene content in space domain (i.e. in the same frame). This method
generally uses pixel values of surrounding available MBs in the same frame as
shown in Fig. 2.14. Availability refers to MBs that either have been received
correctly or have already been concealed. In the example it is considered the case
of loss of a 16 x 16 MB. The most common way of determining the pixel values in
a lost MB is by using a weighted sum of the closest boundary pixels of available
MBs, with the weights being inversely related to the distance between the pixel
to be concealed and the boundary pixel. For example at a pixel positioni, j in
Fig. 2.14, an estimatêXi,j of the lost pixelXi,j is:

X̂i,j = α{βXi,−1 + (1− β)Xi,16}+ (1− α){γX−1,j + (1− γ)X16,j}, (2.1)

In this equation,α, β andγ are weighing factors that establish the relative impact
of pixel values of vertical versus horizontal, upper versus lower and left versus
right neighbors, respectively. The top-left pixel of the lost MB is considered as ori-
gin. As discussed previously, the weighing factors are set according to the inverse
of the distances from the pixel being estimated. This technique as proposed in [33]
is widely used in practice because of its simplicity and very low complexity. Since
this technique is based on the assumption of continuity in spatial domain, discon-
tinuity is avoided in concealed regions of the image. Obviously, this techniques
will result in erroneous reconstruction of lost region, since natural scene content
is not perfectly continuous and lost details will not be recovered. Typically, spa-
tial error concealment technique is never used on its own in applications rather,
it is combined with other techniques as discussed in the following sections. It is
worthwhile to note that since this technique heavily relies on the availability of
horizontal and vertical neighbor pixels, decoders applying this technique can ben-
efit from the application of FMO, e.g., by the use of a checkerboard-like pattern.

More sophisticated methods with higher complexity have been proposed in
literature. These methods target to recover some of the lost texture. The most
important techniques are listed in the following.

• In [34] a spatial error concealment technique is based on an a priori as-
sumption of continuity ofgeometric structureacross the lost region. The
available neighboring pixels are used to extract the local geometric struc-
ture, which is characterized by a bimodal distribution. Missing pixels are
reconstructed by the extracted geometric information.

• Projection onto convex sets in the frequency domain is proposed in [35].
In this method each constraint about the unknown area is formulated as a
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Figure 2.15: Neighboring available MBs (T , R, B, andL) used for temporal
error concealment of a lost MBC. MB L is encoded in 16 x 8 inter mode, and the
average of its two MVs is used as a candidate.

convex set, and a possible solution is iteratively projected onto each convex
set to obtain a refined solution.

2.4.3.2 Temporal Error Concealment

Temporal error concealment relies on the continuity of a video sequence in the
time domain. This technique uses the temporally neighboring areas to conceal the
lost regions.

In the simplest form of this technique, known as the Previous Frame Conceal-
ment (PFC), the spatially corresponding data of the lost MB in the previous frame
is copied to the current frame. If the scene has little motion, PFC performance
quite well. However, as soon as the region to be concealed is displaced from the
corresponding region in the previous frame, this technique will result in signifi-
cant artifacts in the displayed image. However, due to its simplicity this technique
is widely used, especially in decoders with limited processing power.

A refinement of PFC attempts to reconstruct the image by making an estimate
of the lost MV. For example, with the assumption of a uniform motion field in
the collocated image areas, motion vectors of the neighboring blocks are good
candidates to be used as displacement vectors to conceal the lost region. Good
candidate MVs for this technique are the MVs of available horizontal and vertical
inter-coded neighbor MBs. If a neighboring MB is encoded in an inter mode other
than the inter 16 x 16 mode, one approach is to use the average of the MVs of all
the blocks on the boundary of the lost MB. In general, more than one option for
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Figure 2.16: Boundary pixels of MBC used for the boundary matching criteria.

the application of displacement vectors exist, e.g., using the horizontal neighbor
and the vertical neighbor. A boundary-matching-based technique can be applied,
for instance, to select one of the many candidates (Fig. 2.16). In this case, from
the set of all candidate MVsS, the MV υ̂ for temporal error concealment is chosen
according to:

εT (υi) =
∑15

m=1(Xx+m,y(υi)−Xx+m,y−1(υi))
2

εR(υi) =
∑15

m=1(Xx+15,y+n(υi)−Xx+16,y+n(υi))
2

εB(υi) =
∑15

m=1(Xx+m,y+15(υi)−Xx+m,y+16(υi))
2

ε̂ = arg minυiεS(εT (υi) + εR(υi) + εB(υi))

, (2.2)

Here, for each motion vectorυiεS, errorsεT (υi) , εR(υi), andεB(υi) are calcu-
lated for top, right, and bottom edges respectively. The first term of error functions
is the pixel recovered from the reference frame using the selected motion vector
υi , while the second element is an available boundary pixel of a neighboring MB.
The upper left pixel of the lost MB has a pixel offsetx, y. Finally, the vector that
results in minimum overall error is selected, since this vector gives a block that
possibly fits best in the lost area. Obviously it is possible that none of the candi-
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date vectors are suitable and in such a case temporal error concealment results in
a fairly noticeable discontinuity artifacts in the concealed regions.

Several variants and refinements of temporal error concealment technique were
proposed, usually presenting some better performance at the expense of some-
times significantly higher complexity. The literature proposed numerous contri-
butions regarding the temporal EC, the following is a list concerining these com-
binations:

• In [36], overlapped block motion compensationis proposed. In this case an
average of three 16 x 16 pixel regions is used to conceal the missing MB.
One of these regions is the 16 x 16 pixel data used to conceal the lost MB by
the process described above, the second and third regions are retrieved from
the previous frame by using the motion vectors of horizontal and vertical
neighbor MBs respectively. These three regions are averaged to get the
final 16 x 16 data used for concealment. Averaging in this way can reduce
artifacts in the concealed regions.

• In [37], it is proposed to use median motion vector of the neighboring blocks
for temporal concealment. However, the benefits of this techniques have
been relativized in, e.g., [38].

• In [38], Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) is used instead of Sum of
Squared Differences (SSD) for boundary-matching technique. This results
in reduced computational complexity.

• A more simple variant is used in practice [39] where the authors propose
only to apply the motion vector of top MB, if available, otherwise it is used
zero MV.

• In [40], a multi-hypothesiserror concealment is proposed. This technique
take advantage of the multiple reference frames available in an H.264/AVC
decoder for temporal error concealment. The erroneous block is compen-
sated by a weighted average of correctly received blocks in more than one
previous frame. The weighting coefficient used for different blocks can be
determined adaptively.

• In [41], the idea presented in [40] is extended. In the paper, temporal error
concealment is used exclusively. However, two variants of temporal error
concealment are available, the low-complexity concealment technique and
the multi-hypothesis temporal error concealment. The decision on which
technique is used is based on the temporal activity (SAD) in the neighboring
regions of the damaged block. For low scene activity, the low-complexity
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technique is used, while multi-hypothesis temporal error concealment is
used for higher scene activity.

Also, the adaptive combination of spatial concealment with temporal error con-
cealment is of some practical interest and will therefore be discussed in detail in
the following subsection.

2.4.3.3 Hybrid concealment

Neither the application of spatial concealment nor temporal concealment alone
can provide satisfactory performance: if only spatial concealment is used, con-
cealed regions usually are significantly blurred. Similarly, if only temporal error
concealment is applied significant discontinuities in the concealed regions can oc-
cur, especially if the surrounding area can not provide any or not sufficiently good
motion vectors. Hence, for better results, hybrid temporal-spatial technique might
be applied. In this technique, MB mode information of reliable and concealed
neighbors can be used to decide whether spatial error concealment or temporal
error concealment is more suitable. For intra-coded images only spatial conceal-
ment is used. For inter-coded images, temporal error concealment is used only
if, for example, in the surrounding area more than half of the available neighbor
MBs (shown in Fig. 2.15) are inter-coded, otherwise it’s used the spatial error
concealment. This ensures that a sufficient number of candidate MVs are avail-
able to estimate the lost motion information. This error concealment technique is
referred as Adaptive temporal and spatial Error Concealment (AEC). Other tech-
niques have been proposed to decide between temporal and spatial concealment
mode as detailed in the following:

• A simple approach in [38] proposes use of spatial concealment for intra-
coded images and temporal error concealment for all inter-coded images
invariably.

• In [42], it is suggested that if the residual data in a correctly received neigh-
boring inter-predicted MB is smaller than a threshold, temporal error con-
cealment should be used.

• In [43], it is suggested to use the lastN frames to construct a differential
equation used to predict the lost pixels values.

2.4.3.4 Miscellaneous Techniques

In addition to the signal-domain MB-based approaches, other techniques have
been proposed in the literature, for example:
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• Model based or object concealment techniques, as proposed in [44–45], do
not take up simple a priori assumptions of continuity as given earlier. These
techniques are based on the specific texture properties of video objects, and
as such are a suitable option for multiobject video codec, that is, MPEG-4.
An object-specific context-based model is built and this model governs the
assumptions used for concealment of that object.

• Frequency-domain concealment techniques [46–47] work by reconstruct-
ing the lost coefficients by using the available coefficients of the neighbor-
ing MBs as well as coefficients of the same MB not affected by the loss.
These initial proposals are specifically for DCT transform block of 8 x 8
coefficients. For example, in [46], based on the assumption of continuity
of the transform coefficients, lost coefficients are reconstructed as a linear
combination of the available coefficients. However, noticeable artifacts are
introduced by this technique. As a more realistic consideration, in [47] the
constraint of continuity holds only at the boundaries of the lost MB in spa-
tial domain.

• In an extension to the spatial and temporal continuity assumptions, it is
proposed in [48] that the frames of video content are modelled as a Markov
Random Field (MRF). The lost data is suggested to be recovered basing on
this model. In DelpFastEC [49] the authors proposed a less complex but
suboptimal alternative to implement this model for error concealment. For
example, for temporal error concealment, only the boundary pixels of the
lost MB are predicted based on a MAP estimate, instead of predicting the
entire MB. These predicted pixels are used to estimate the best predicted
motion vector to be used for temporal error concealment. In [50], the MAP
estimate is used to refine an initial estimate obtained from temporal error
concealment.

2.4.3.5 Visual Error Concealment Effects

A few selected results from the presented important error concealment techniques
are presented in Fig. 2.17. From left to right, it’s shown a sample concealed frame
when using PFC, spatial, temporal, and AEC. PFC simply replaces the missing
information by the information at the same location in the temporally preceding
frame. Hence, it shows artifacts in the global motion part of the background as
well as in the foreground.

Spatial error concealment based on weighted pixel averaging smoothes the
erroneously decoded image and removes strange block artifacts, but also many
details. Temporal error concealment relying on motion vector reconstruction with
boundary-matching based techniques keeps details, but results in strange artifacts
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Figure 2.17: Performance of different error concealment strategies: PFC, spatial
concealment only, temporal error concealment only and AEC.

in uncovered areas. Finally, AEC (the combination of temporal and spatial error
concealment) keeps many details but also avoids strange block artifacts and is
therefore very appropriate with feasible complexity. It is worth noticing that AEC
is the most general form of EC which reduces to PFC in the case that all MBs of a
picture are transmitted in a single packet. For a further detailed and investigations
on the recent advances in error concealment techniques, the reader is referred
to [51] and the references therein.

2.4.3.6 Selected Performance Results for Wireless Test Conditions

To get an insight in error-resilient video coding for cellular and in particular for
3G mobile communication scenarios, some few selected results are proposed. The
simulated scenario is a packet-switched conversational application and is specified
in detail by the 3GPP in [52]. This application is characterized by its tight low-
delay and low-complexity requirements, since the processing has to be done in
real time on hand-held devices. As a result, the maximum allowed buffering at the
encoder is limited to 250 ms and only the first frame is encoded as intra, to limit
any delays caused by buffering overheads. A simple random intra MB refresh
technique is used, with only 5% MBs of every frame coded in intra mode. The
most recent frame is used for motion compensation to limit the complexity. With
these limitations, the impact of slice size on error resilience of the application
is observed. In particular two main channel configurations are compared: one
with moderate Radio Link Control (RLC) Packet Data Unit (PDU) loss rate of
0.5% and the other with a higher loss rate of 1.5%. The physical link in this test
supports transmission of 128 Kbps, with a radio frame size of 320 bytes. In this
configuration one frame splits in several radio data units. The Quarter Common
Intermediate Format (QCIF) test sequenceForemanat 15 frames per second is
used. The encoder is configured to match the maximum throughput of channel
while taking into account packetization overheads. The criterion used here as a
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Figure 2.18: (Bottom) Plot of Y PSNR with two different slice modes. Results
for an error-free case are given as a reference. (Top) A few selected frames for the
two slice modes for comparison.

metric of perceived video quality is PSNR of the luma (Y) signal component.
Fig. 2.18 compares the Y PSNR of the decoded video at a loss rate of 1.5% for

two cases: transmitting an entire frame in a slice versus a fixed slice size of 150
bytes. At the given bit rate, a compressed frame has an average size of roughly
1000 bytes. The error-free performance for both cases is also plotted as a refer-
ence. Obviously, using a smaller slice size of 150 bytes results in typically lower
PSNR in an error-free case because of two reasons: increased packetization over-
head and prediction limitations on slice boundaries. However, this configuration
outperforms in the case of lossy channel throughout the observed period. A few
selected frames are also presented for comparison. The effects of losses already
start to appear in the fifth frame. While transmitting one frame per slice results in
loss of an entire frame for a lost data unit, the loss affects only a small area of the
image for fixed slice size. The spatiotemporal error propagation is much smaller
in this case.
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Figure 2.19: Selected frames of decoded video sequenceForemanfor a packet
lossy channel with same bitrate and error constraints (a) no error robustness, (b)
adaptive intra updates and (c) interactive error control.

2.5 Error Mitigation Techniques

2.5.1 Motivations

As already discussed, error propagation is the major problem when transmitting
MCP-coded video over lossy channels. Therefore, if the encoder knows that the
channel has damaged certain data units or knows that the decoder has experienced
the loss of certain data units, it should change its encoding strategy, sacrificing the
compression efficiency. To illustrate this behavior, selected frames for different
encoding strategies when transmitting over channels with the same bit rate and
error rate are shown in Fig. 2.19. The first line, indicated as (a), shows the case
where no specific error resilience tools are applied. The error propagation affect
all the last frames. For the sequence in the second line, indicated as (b), the same
bit rate and error statistics are applied, but the encoder chooses to select intra-
coded MBs in a suitable way. It can be observed that the error propagation is less
evident but some residual artifacts are still visible. In addition, the error-free video
has lower quality as its compression efficiency is reduced due to the increased
amount of intra coding that requires additional bit rate but the constraints are the
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same. Error propagation can be completely avoided only by using interactive error
control, as shown in the third row, indicated with (c) in Fig. 2.19. However, also in
this case, compression efficiency is sacrificed, especially if necessary feedback of
the decoder state is delayed. Additional details on the appropriate selection of MB
modes in error-prone environments, especially taking into account the tradeoff
between quantization distortion and reduced error propagation, are discussed in
the following.

2.5.2 Operational Encoder Control

The tools for increased error resilience inhybrid video coding, in particular those
to limit error propagation, do not significantly differ from the ones used for com-
pression efficiency. Features like multi frame prediction or intra coding of individ-
ual MBs are not primarily error resilience tools, they are mainly used to increase
coding efficiency in error-free environments. The encoder implementation is re-
sponsible for appropriate selection of one of the many different encoding param-
eters, the so-calledoperational coder control. Therefore, the encoder must take
into account constraints imposed by the application in terms of bit rate, encoding
and transmission delay, complexity, and buffer size etc. When a standard decoder
is used, such as H.264/AVC compliant decoder, the encoding parameters should
be selected by the encoder such that good rate-distortion performance is achieved.
Since the encoder is limited by the syntax of the standard, this problem is called
syntax-constrained rate-distortion optimization[53].

In case of H.264/AVC, for example, the encoder must appropriately select
parameters such as motion vectors, MB modes, quantization parameters, reference
frames, or spatial and temporal resolution, as shown in Fig. 2.20. This also means
that bad decisions at the encoder can lead to poor results in coding efficiency or
error resilience or both. For compression efficiency, operational encoder control
based on Lagrangian multiplier techniques have been proposed. The distortion
db,mb

usually (at least in the H.264/AVC test model) reflects the SSD between the
original MB sb and reconstructed version of the MB̃sb,m if coded with optionm,
i.e:

db,mb
=

∑
i

|sb,i − s̃b,m,i|2 (2.3)

and the raterb,m is defined by the number of bits necessary to code MBb with
optionm. Finally, the coding mode is selected for MBb as:

∀b m∗
b = arg min

mεΘ
(db,mb

+ λΘrb,m) (2.4)

wherebyΘ defines the set of selectable options, e.g., MB modes. For the La-
grangian parameterλΘ it is proposed in [54] and [55] that if the SSD is applied
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Figure 2.20: H.264/AVC video encoder with selectable encoding parameters high-
lighted.

as distortion measure thenλΘ should be directly proportional to the square of the
step size∆ of a uniform quantizer applied. The procedure in (2.4) can be ap-
plied to select motion vectors, reference frames, and MB modes. However, it is
obviously contradictory if the same decision procedure is applied to obtain good
selections for compression efficiency and error resilience.

2.5.3 Intra Updates

In the presence of errors the introduction of more frequent non predictively coded
image parts is of major importance. In previous works that concern this sub-
ject, e.g., [56–58], it has been proposed to introduce intra coded MBs, regularly,
randomly or preferably in a certain pseudo random update pattern. In addition,
sequence characteristics and bit rate in influence the appropriate percentage of
intra updates. Recognizing this it has been proposed in [59–60] to modify the
selection of the coding modes according to (2.4) to take into account the influence
of the lossy channel. When encoding MBb with a certain coding modemb, it is
suggested to replace the encoding distortiondb,m by the decoder distortion:

d̃b,m(Ct) , ||sb,t − ŝb,t(Ct,m)||2 (2.5)
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which obviously depends on the reconstructed pixel valuesŝCt,m and therefore
also on the channel behaviorCt and the selected coding modem. In general, the
channel behavior is not deterministic and the channel realizationC, observed by
the decoder is unknown to the encoder. Thus it is not possible to directly determine
the decoder distortion (2.5) at the encoder. However, it is possible to assume that
the encoder has at least some knowledge of the statistics of the random channel
behavior, denoted asCt. In RTP [32] environment, the Real Time Control Protocol
(RTCP) [61] for example can use a feedback channel to send receiver reports on
the experienced loss and delays statistics, which allows the encoder to incorporate
the statistics into the encoding process. Assuming that the statistics on the loss
process are perfectly known to the encoder, i.e.,B(Ct) = Ct, then, the encoder is
able to compute the expected distortion:

d̄b,m = EĈt
{d̃b,m(Ĉt)} = EĈt

{||sb,t − ŝb,t(Ĉt, m)||2} (2.6)

A similar procedure can be applied to decisions on reference frames and mo-
tion vectors. The selection of motion vectors based on the expected distortion
has for example been proposed in [62]. The estimation of the squared expected
pixel distortion in packet loss environment has been addressed in several papers
available in literature. For example, in [60], [63], and [64], several methods to
estimate the distortion introduced due transmission errors and the resulting error
propagation have been proposed. In all these proposals the quantization noise and
the distortion introduced by the transmission errors are combined linearly. Since
the encoder needs to keep track of an estimated pixel distortion, additional com-
plexity and memory is required in the encoder. The most important method, the
so called Recursive Optimal per Pixel Estimate (ROPE) algorithm [59], provides
an accurate estimation for baseline H.263 and MPEG-4 simple profile algorithms,
using simple temporal error concealment, by keeping track of the first and second
moment of the decoded pixel values̃Ct , namelyE{s̃(Ct)} andE{s̃2(Ct)} respec-
tively. A powerful more complex method has been proposed in [65] where the
authors proposes a Monte Carlo like method. An estimate of the decoder distor-
tion d̄b,m in (2.6) is obtained as:

d̄
(NC)
b,m , 1

NC

NC∑
n=1

d̃b,m(Cn,t) =
1

NC

NC∑
n=1

||sb,t − ŝb,t(Cn,t,m)||p (2.7)

with Cn,t, n = 1...NC , representingNC independent realizations of the random
channelĈt, and estimate of the loss probability at the receiver represented asp.
An interpretation of (2.6) leads to a simple solution to estimate the expected pixel
distortion d̄b,m. For more details we refer to [65]. To obtain an estimate of the
loss probabilityp at the receiver, the feedback channel can be used in practical
systems.
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2.5.4 Interactive Error Control

The availability of a feedback channel, especially for conversational applications,
led to different standardization and research activities in recent years to include
this feedback in the video encoding process. Assuming that, in contrast to the
previous scenario where only the statistics of the channel processĈ are known
to the encoder, in the case of timely feedback it is even possible to assume that
a δ-frame delayed versionCt−δ of the loss process experienced at the receiver is
known at the encoder. This characteristic can be conveyed from the decoder to the
encoder by sending acknowledgment for correctly received data units, negative
acknowledgment messages for missing slices, or both types of messages. In less
time-critical applications, such as streaming or downloading, the encoder could
obviously decide to retransmit lost data units in case it has stored a backup of the
data unit at the transmitter. However, in low-delay applications the retransmitted
data units, especially in end-to-end connections would in general arrive too late
to be useful at the decoder. In case of online encoding, the observed and possi-
bly delayed receiver channel realization,Ct−δ, can still be useful to the encoder,
although the erroneous frame has already been decoded and concealed at the de-
coder. The basic goal of these approaches is to reduce, limit, or even completely
avoid error propagation by integrating the decoder state information into the en-
coding process.

The exploitation of the observed channel at the encoder has been introduced
in [66] and [67] under the acronymError Trackingfor standards such as MPEG-2,
H.261 or H.263 version 1, but has been limited by the reduced syntax capabilities
of these video standards. When receiving the information that a certain data unit
- typically including the coded representation of several or all MBs of a certain
framest−δ - has not been received correctly at the decoder, the encoder attempts to
track the error to obtain an estimate of the decoded frameŝt−1 serving as reference
for the frame to be encoded,st. Appropriate actions after having tracked the
error are discussed in [66–69]. However, all these concepts have in common that
error propagation in framêst is only removed if frameŝst−δ+1, ..., ŝt−1 have been
received at the decoder without any error.

Assume that at the encoder each generated data unitPi is assigned a decoder
stateCenc,iε{ACK, NAK, OAK}, wherebyCenc,i = ACK reflects that data unit
Pi is known to be correctly received at the decoder,Cenc,i = NAK reflects that
data unitPi is known to be missing at the decoder, andCenc,i = OAK reflects
that for data unitPi the acknowledgment message is still outstanding and it is not
known whether this data unit will be received correctly. With feedback messages
conveying the observed channel state at the receiver, that is,B(Ct) = Ct , and a
back channel that delays the back channel messages byδ frames, it can be assumed
in the remainder that for the encoding ofst , the encoder is aware of the following
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information:

Cenc,i =





ACK if τPTS,i ≤ τs,t−δ and Ci = 1
NAK if τPTS,i ≤ τs,t−δ and Ci = 0
OAK if τPTS,i ≥ τs,t−δ

, (2.8)

whereτPTS,i is the Presentation Time Stamp (PTS) ofPi and τs,t−δ is the
sampling time ofst−δ. This information about the decoder stateCenc,i can be in-
tegrated in a modified rat-distortion optimized operational encoder control similar
to what has been discussed in Subsection 2.5.2. In this case the MB modem∗

b is
selected from a modified set of options,Θ̂, with a modified distortion̂db,m for each
selected optionm as:

∀b m∗
b = arg min

mεΘ̂
(d̂b,m + λΘ̂rb,m), (2.9)

In the following it can be distinguished four different operation modes, which
differ only for the set of coding options available to the encoder in the encoding
process,̂Θ , as well as the applied distortion metric,d̂b,m. The encoderś reaction to
delayed positive acknowledgment (ACK) and negative acknowledgment (NAK)
messages is shown in Fig. 2.21, assuming that framed is lost and the feedback
delay isδ = 2 frames for three different feedback modes.

2.5.4.1 Feedback Mode 1: Acknowledged Reference Area Only

Fig. 2.21 (a) shows this operation mode: only the decoded representation of data
unitsPi that have been positively acknowledged at the encoder, that is,Cenc,i =
ACK, are allowed to be referenced in the encoding process. In the context of op-
erational encoder control, this is formalized by applying the encoding distortion
in (), that is,d̂b,m = db,m, as well as the set of encoding options that is restricted
to acknowledged areas only, that is,Θ̂ = ΘACK,t. Note that the restricted option
setΘACK,t depends on the frame to be encoded and is applied to the motion esti-
mation and reference frame selection process. Obviously, if no reference area is
available, the option set is restricted to intra modes only, or if no satisfying match
is found in the accessible reference area, intra coding is applied. With this mode in
use, an error might still be visible in the presentation of a single frame; however,
error propagation and reference frame mismatch are completely avoided. In terms
of performance it is possible to debate that for small delays, the gains are signifi-
cant and for the same average PSNR the bit rate is less than 50% compared to the
forward only mode. With increasing delay the gains are reduced, but compared
with the highly complex mode decision without feedback, this method is still very
attractive.
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2.5.4.2 Feedback Mode 2: Synchronized Reference Frames

Feedback mode 2 as shown in Fig. 2.21 (b) differs from mode 1 since not only
for positively acknowledged data units but also a concealed version of data units
with decoder stateCenc,i = NAK is allowed to be referenced. This is formalized
by applying the encoding distortion in (), that is,d̂b,m = db,m, but the restricted
reference area and the option set in this case also include concealed image parts.
The critical aspect when operating in this mode results from the fact that for the
reference frames to be synchronized the encoder must apply exactly the same error
concealment as the decoder.

The advantage of feedback mode 2 with respect to feedback mode 1 can be
seen in two cases: for low bit rates and for delays. This is so because referencing
concealed areas is preferred over intra coding by the rate–distortion optimization.
For higher bit rates this advantage vanishes as the intra mode is preferred anyways
over the selection of “bad” reference areas.

2.5.4.3 Feedback Mode 3: Acknowledged Reference Area Only

Feedback modes 1 and 2 are mainly suitable in cases of higher loss rates. If the
loss rates are low or negligible, the performance is significantly degraded by the
longer prediction chains due to the feedback delay. Therefore, in feedback mode
3 as shown in Fig. 2.21 (c) it is proposed only to alter the prediction in the encoder
in case of the reception of a NAK. This mode obviously performs well in cases
of lower error rates. However, for higher error rates error propagation still occurs
quite frequently.

In summary from the above analysis as well as subjective observations, it can
be concluded that avoiding error propagation is basically the most important is-
sue in error-prone video transmission. If no feedback is available, an increased
percentage of intra MBs, selected by channel-adapted optimization schemes, per-
forms best. Whenever feedback is available, it is suggested that interactive error
control be applied. For short delays or low error rates, it is suggested to modify
the prediction only in case of the reception of NACK messages, in all other cases,
it is suggested to reference only those areas for which the encoder is sure that the
decoder has exactly the same reference area.
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Figure 2.21: Operation of different feedback modes. (a) Feedback Mode 1. (b)
Feedback Mode 2. (c) Feedback Mode 3.



Chapter 3

Forward Error Control for Packet
Loss and Corruption

3.1 Introduction

In many ways, the Internet (or a wireless network) can be regarded simply as a
communication channel in a classical communication system. This chapter dis-
cusses the fundamentals of channel protection and the error control techniques
used to control the delivery of a multimedia content over the Internet and wireless
networks.

The goal of a classical communication system is to transfer the data generated
by an information source efficiently and reliably over a noisy channel. The basic
components of a digital communication system are: a source encoder (described
in chapter 2), a channel encoder, a modulator, a demodulator, a channel decoder,
and, finally, a source decoder.
The channel encoder adds redundancy to the information sequence so that channel
errors can be detected or corrected. The output of the channel encoder is a finite
sequence of symbols called a channel codeword. The set of possible channel
codewords is called a channel code. The modulator maps the channel codeword to
a signal that is suitable for transmission over a physical channel. The demodulator
converts the received signal into a discrete sequence of real numbers of the same
length as the channel codeword. The channel decoder tries to recover the input
to the channel encoder from the output of the demodulator. Finally, the source
decoder produces an estimate of the information sequence.

44
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3.2 Channel Coding and Error Control

Shannon’s channel coding theorem states that if the channel capacity is larger than
the data rate, a coding scheme can be found to achieve small error probabilities.
The basic idea behind channel coding is to add redundancy to each information
(payload) packet at the transmitter. At the receiver this redundancy is used to de-
tect and/or correct errors within the information packet. The binary(n, k) BCH
code is a common Error Control scheme based on block coding. This code adds
redundancy bits to payload bits to form code words and can correct a certain num-
ber of bit errors, see [70] for details. An important subclass of non–binary BCH
codes are the Reed Solomon (RS) codes. An RS code groups the bits into symbols
and thus achieves good burst error suppression capability.
An advantage of the channel coding is constant throughput with fixed (determin-
istic) delays independent of errors on the channel. To achieve error–free (or close
to error-free) communication, however, channel protection schemes must be im-
plemented for the worst case channel characteristics. This results in unnecessary
overhead on the typically highly variable wireless links [70]. In particular, when
the channel is currently good, the channel protection, dimensioned for the worst
case conditions, results in inefficient utilization of the wireless link. In addition
complex hardware or software structures may be required to implement the pow-
erful, long codes required to combat the worst case error patterns. It is worth to
note that by adding redundancy bits the latency of all packets increases by a con-
stant value. This additional delay may not be acceptable for a streaming session
with very tight timing constraints.

In order to overcome the outlined drawbacks of fixed channel protection,Adap-
tive Protectionis needed. AP adds redundancy as a function of the current channel
characteristics. In particular AP for wireless communication has been studied ex-
tensively over the past five years. A large number of adaptive techniques have
been specifically designed and evaluated for video streaming applications. The
scheme proposed in [71] for instance, estimates the long term fading on the wire-
less channel and adapts the channel code ratio to proactively protect the packets
from loss.
Generally, AP is an important component of an error control strategy and is often
used in conjunction with another error control technique called ARQ mechanisms,
to form hybrid error protection schemes.

3.3 Automatic Repeat Request, Hybrid FEC/ARQ

Another field of error protection techniques uses retransmissions. In this field
it is possible to find ARQ techniques, which are based on error detection and
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retransmission of the corrupted packets. Then type I hybrid ARQ protocols that
combine error correction coding and ARQ techniques. Finally, type II hybrid-
ARQ protocols where the transmitter answers a retransmission request by sending
additional parity symbols.

3.3.1 Pure ARQ Protocols

In a pure ARQ system, an information block of lengthk is encoded into a channel
codeword of lengthn with an error-detecting code. The codeword is sent over the
channel and the received word is decoded. If no errors are detected, the transmit-
ted codeword is assumed to be received correctly and needs not be retransmitted.
Otherwise, the codeword must be sent again until it is received correctly. In order
to send feedback information to the transmitter, the receiver can use a positive
acknowledgment (ACK) to indicate that the codeword was received correctly or a
negative acknowledgment (NACK) to indicate a transmission error. The efficiency
of an ARQ scheme is measured by its reliability and throughput. The literature
adopts two main objective measures to evaluate the performance of the above
mentioned error control technique. The reliability, that is the probability that the
receiver accepts a word that contains an undetectable error and the throughput that
is the ratio of the average number of bits successfully accepted per unit of time
to the total number of bits that could be transmitted per unit of time [72]. In the
following paragraphs are reviewed the most important ARQ schemes.

3.3.1.1 Stop-and-Wait ARQ

In Stop-and-Wait ARQ, the transmitter sends a codeword and waits for an ac-
knowledgment for that codeword. If an ACK is received, the next codeword is
sent. If an NACK is received, the same codeword is retransmitted until it is re-
ceived correctly. Stop-and-wait ARQ has a very simple implementation and is
used in many protocol implementation such as at the MAC layer of the IEEE
802.11 standard [73]. The major drawback of the Stop-and-Wait ARQ is the idle
time spent by the transmitter waiting for an ACK.

3.3.1.2 Go-Back-N ARQ

In Go-Back-N ARQ, the transmitter sends the codewords continuously without
waiting for an acknowledgment. Suppose that the acknowledgment for codeword
ci arrives after codewordsci, ..., ci+N−1 have been sent. If this acknowledgment is
of the ACK type, the transmitter sends codewordci+N . Otherwise the codewords
ci, ..., ci+N−1 are sent again. On the receiver side when an error is detected in a
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received word, this word and theN − 1 subsequently received ones are ignored.
Note that a buffer forN codewords is required at the transmitter side.

3.3.1.3 Selective-Repeat ARQ

Selective-repeat ARQ is similar to go-back ARQ. The difference is that when an
NACK for codewordci is received, onlyci is retransmitted before the transmis-
sion proceeds. In addition to theN -codeword buffer at the transmitter, a buffer
is needed at the receiver so that the decoded codewords can be delivered in the
correct order. An alternative is to combine selective-repeat ARQ with go-back-N
ARQ as in [72] where the transmitter switches from selective-repeat ARQ to go-
back-N ARQ wheneverµ retransmissions of a codeword have been done without
receiving an ACK. Also this protocol has been implemented in a recent standards
such as the IEEE802.11e [74].

3.3.2 Hybrid ARQ Protocols

Channel protection and ARQ can be combined to provide, for channels with high
error rates, better reliability than fixed or adaptive protection alone and larger
throughput than ARQ alone.

3.3.2.1 Type-I Hybrid ARQ Protocols

In a type-I hybrid ARQ system, each information block is encoded with a channel
code with error detecting and error correcting capabilities. This can be a single
linear code or a concatenation of an error detection code as an outer code and
an error correction code as an inner code. If the received word can be correctly
decoded, then the decoded codeword is accepted. Otherwise, a retransmission is
requested for the codeword.

3.3.2.2 Type-II Hybrid ARQ Protocols

The basic difference between a type-I hybrid ARQ protocol and a type-II hybrid
ARQ protocol is that in the latter the transmitter sends additional parity bits in-
stead of the whole codeword when it receives a retransmission request for this
codeword.
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3.4 Forward Error Control

3.4.1 Motivation

Many techniques have been proposed to protect media data against channel errors.
A possible approach is error-resilient source coding, which includes packetization
of the information bit stream into independently decodable packets, exploitation
of synchronization markers to control error propagation, reversible variable length
coding and, where possible, multiple description coding. All this protection tech-
niques are available at the application layer of the transmitter. Another approach
is based on error concealment, where the lost or corrupted data is estimated at the
receiver side with, for example, interpolation. Error control for media data may
also exploit error detection and retransmission (ARQ ). One further approach is
Forward Error Correction (FEC) with error correcting codes. Finally, one may
combine any of the aforementioned methods to obtain the best performance. The
choice of an appropriate error control method is not easy because it requires a
deep understanding of both the source and the channel behavior. In this respect,
many important questions have to be answered: What is the type of the data? Is
the data compressed? If yes, what is the compression scheme used? Is the data
being transmitted over a wireline or a wireless network? Is there a feedback chan-
nel? What are the channel conditions? Moreover, the user requirements must also
be taken into consideration. What is more important: reconstruction fidelity or
transmission speed? In this section the error control schemes that rely on forward
error correction only are described with particular regard to the video transmis-
sion. While ARQ techniques have traditionally been the error control method of
choice, there are many situations in which they are not suitable. For example,
ARQ is not possible when there is no feedback channel. Also, in some applica-
tions, such as video multicasting or broadcasting, ARQ can overwhelm the sender
with retransmission requests.

3.5 Priority Encoding Transmission

In a packet network, the transmitted packets can be dropped, delayed, or cor-
rupted. By ignoring delayed packets and discarding corrupted ones it is possible
to model the channel as a packet erasure channel, which assumes that a transmit-
ted packet is either correctly received or lost.
In order to achieve the best performance for this channel model the systematic
Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) codes are applied across blocks of packets.
Such codes could be Reed-Solomon (RS) codes, punctured RS codes, or shortened
RS codes. RS codes are used for two main reasons. First, as MDS codes, they are
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optimal in the sense that the smallest possible number of received symbols is used
for full recovery of all information symbols. Second, both the encoding and de-
coding are very fast when the length of the channel codeword is not too large [75]
and may be implemented with relative low complexity at the application layer.
In Priority Encoding Transmission [76], the information bitstream is partitioned
into segments with different priorities. Each segment is protected with a sys-
tematic RS code. Since the packet number is indicated in the packet header, the
receiver knows the location of the erased symbols in each codeword. So, if the
RS code used for a given segment is known, the receiver is able to reconstruct the
segment when the number of packets lost does not exceed the number of parity
symbols for this code.

3.6 Error Protection for Wireless Networks

In fading channel, the transmitted packets experience different bit error rates and
usually a fading channel is modelled using a two state Markov model (the two
states are good and bad): packets transmitted when the channel is in the bad state
are exposed to much higher bit error rates than those transferred during the good
state of the channel. Thus, to avoid decoding failures, codes should be designed
for the bit error rate in the channel’s bad state. This causes overprotection during
the good state of the channel (which usually lasts much longer) and bounds the
achievable performance from the theoretical limits. In order to alleviate this phe-
nomenon others successful extensions of the classical CRC/RCPC system of [77]
for fading channels are provided. The first system [78] introduces interleaving,
while the other systems described in [79] is based on product channel codes.

3.6.1 Interleaving

Interleaving tends to spread deep fade and to transform a memory channel into
a memoryless one. It improves the performance during transmission over fading
channels at the expense of increased complexity and time delay. A system that
exploits block interleaving to alleviate the problems of channel burst errors during
a deep fade is proposed in [78]. As in the system of [77], an embedded bit stream
is encoded with a punctured convolutional coder, and the decoding of the received
bit stream is stopped when the first decoding error is detected.

3.6.2 Product Code System

[80] proposed a transmission system based on a product channel code to protect
the embedded information bit stream. The product code uses the concatenated
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CRC/RCPC code of [77] as the row code and a systematic RS code as the column
code. The main idea is to strengthen the protection of the CRC/RCPC code by
using channel coding across the packets.
Finding an optimal RCPC code rate, an optimal RS code rate, and an optimal in-
terleaver for the system is a very difficult problem. Moreover, no efficient method
that computes a near-optimal solution is known. Only in [80] it is suggested to
select RCPC code so that it can efficiently protect the transmitted data while the
channel is in the good state. In addition to equal error protection, several ways of
implementing unequal error protection were proposed in [80]. The most success-
ful one protects the earliest symbols of the embedded bit stream by additional RS
codes.



Chapter 4

IP Network-Adaptive Media
Transport

4.1 Introduction

For the best end to-end performance, Internet media transmission must adapt to
changing network characteristics; it must be network adaptive. It should also be
media aware, so that adaptation to changing network conditions can be performed
intelligently.

Internet packet delivery is characterized by variations in throughput, delay,
and loss, which can severely affect the quality of real-time media. The challenge
is to maximize the quality of such video service at the receiver, while simultane-
ously meeting bit-rate limitations and satisfying delivery time constraints. For the
best end-to-end performance, Internet media transmission must adapt to chang-
ing network characteristics; it must benetwork adaptive. It should also bemedia
aware, so that adaptation to changing network conditions can be performed in-
telligently. In general the issues of adaptation may be solved with the so-called
network-adaptive media transportthat perform intelligent adaptation when net-
work conditions changes.
A streaming media system is composed by four major components that should be
designed and optimized together:

1. Theencoder applicationcompresses video signals and uploads them to the
media server;

2. Themedia serverstores the compressed media streams and transmits them
on demand, often serving hundreds of clients simultaneously;

3. The transport mechanismdelivers media packets from the server to the
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clients for the best possible user experience, while sharing network re-
sources;

4. Theclient applicationdecompresses and renders the video and audio pack-
ets and implements the interactive user controls.

The streaming media client typically employs error detection and concealment
to mitigate the effects of lost packets. These techniques have been discussed in
Chapter 2. To adapt to network conditions, the server receives feedback from the
client, e.g., as positive or negative acknowledgments. More sophisticated client
feedback might inform about packet delay and jitter, link speeds, or congestion.
The media server can implement intelligent transport by sending the right pack-
ets at the right time, but the computational resources available for each media
stream are often limited because a large number of streams must be served si-
multaneously. Out of the burden of an efficient and robust system is therefore
on the encoder application, which, however, cannot adapt to the varying channel
conditions and must rely on the media server for this task.

4.2 Rate Distortion Optimized Streaming

The base work onIP-Network Adaptive Media Transportstarts with Chou and
Miao in the so-called Rate-Distortion Optimized (RaDiO) streaming [81]. They
consider streaming as a stochastic process, with the goal of determining both
which packets to send and when to send them, with the constraint of minimiz-
ing the reconstructed distortion at the client for a given average transmission rate.
The base scenario considers a media streaming server that has stored a compressed
video streams that have been packetized into data units. Each data unit has a size
in bytesBl and a deadline by which it must arrive at the client in to be useful for
decoding. The importance of each data unit is captured by itsdistortion reduction
∆Dl, a value representing the decrease in distortion that results if the data unit is
decoded. The distortion is often expressed as MSE. If a data unit can be decoded
often depends on which other data units are available. In the RaDiO framework,
these interdependencies are expressed in a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) [15].
An example of dependency graph is shown for SNR-scalable video encoding with
I, P and B frames (see Fig. 4.1). Each block represents a data unit and the arrows
indicate the decoding order of each data. The RaDiO framework can be used to
choose the optimal set of data units to transmit at successive transmission oppor-
tunities. These transmission opportunities are assumed to occur at regular time
intervals that depends on the available channel bandwidth. Because of decoding
dependencies among data units the importance of transmitting a packet at a given
transmission opportunity often depends on which packets will be transmitted in
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Figure 4.1: A Directed Acyclic Graph captures the decoding dependencies for an
SNR-scalable encoding of video with I-frames, P-frames, and B-frames. Squares
represent data units and arrows indicate decoding order.

the future. Therefore, the scheduler makes transmission decisions based on an
optimized plan that may includes to anticipate later transmissions. For simplicity
and in order to keep the system simple only a finite number of data units parteci-
pate at the optimization process.
The plan that control the data unit transmissions is called atransmission policy,
π. Assuming a time horizon ofN transmission opportunities,π represents a set
of length-N binary vectorsπl, with one vector for each data unitl. In this rep-
resentation, theN binary elements ofπl indicate whether the data unitl will be
transmitted at each of the nextN transmission opportunities. The policy needs
to take into account future acknowledgments that might arrive from the client to
indicate that the packet has been received. Each transmission policy leads to its
error probability, ε(πl), defined as the probability that data unitl arrives at the
client side. Each policy is also associated to an expected number of times that the
packet is transmitted under the policy,ρ(πl). The goal of the scheduler is to find
a transmission policyπ with the best tradeoff between expected transmission rate
and expected distortion. At any transmission opportunity the optimalπ minimizes
the Lagrangian cost function:

J(π) = D(π) + λR(π) (4.1)

where the expected transmission rate is:

R(π) =
∑

l

ρ(πl)Bl (4.2)
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while the expected reconstruction distortion is:

D(π) = D0 −
∑

l

∆Dl

∏

l′4l

(1− ε(π′l)) (4.3)

The Lagrange multiplierλ controls the tradeoff between rate and distortion.
In (4.3)D0 is the distortion if no data units arrive at the receiver, whileDl is the
distortion reduction if data unitl arrives on time and can be decoded successfully.
The product termΠ(1− ε(πl)) is the probability that this fact occur. The notation
l 4 l′ identifies the set of data units that must be presented in order to correctly
decode data unitl. In the above formulation, delays and losses experienced by
packets transmitted over the network are assumed to be statistically independent.
Packet loss is typically modelled as Bernoulli with some probability, and the delay
of arriving packets is often assumed to be a shifted-Γ distributed. Expressions
for 4.2 and 4.3 can be derived in terms of the Bernoulli loss probabilities, the
cumulative distribution functions for theΓ-distributed delays, the transmission
policies and transmission histories, and the data units arrival deadlines.
The scheduler re-optimizes the entire policyπ at each transmission opportunity
to take into account new information since the previous transmission opportunity,
and then executes the optimalπ for the current time. An exhaustive search to find
the optimalπ is not generally tractable in terms of computational complexity; the
search space grows exponentially with the number of considered data units,M ,
and the length of the policy vector,N as explained in [82]. Even though rates and
distortion reductions are assumed to be additive (note that this assumption is valid
only when losses are separated so that burst losses are not accounted), the graph
of packet dependencies leads to interactions, and exhaustive search would have
to consider all2MN possible policies. Chou and Miao’s RaDiO framework [15]
overcomes this problem by using an iterative algorithm. Their Iterative Sensitivity
Adjustment (ISA) algorithm minimizes (4.1) with respect to the policyπl of one
data unit while the transmission policies of other data units are fixed. Data units’
policies are optimized one at a time until the Lagrangian cost converges to a (local)
minimum.

Several techniques have been proposed to further reduce the complexity of the
basic RaDiO algorithm. Chou and Sehgal have presented simplified methods to
compute approximately optimized policies [83]. An attractive alternative to ISA is
a randomized algorithm recently developed in [84–85] in which heuristically and
randomly generated candidate policies are compared at each transmission oppor-
tunity. The best policy from the previous transmission opportunity is one of the
candidates and thus past computations are efficiently reused. With a performance
similar to ISA, the randomized algorithm usually requires much less computation.
Despite the enormous literature contributions in developing a solution for the Ra-
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Figure 4.2: (a) Sender-driven streaming: the server computes an optimal sequence
of media packet to transmit and the client acknowledges packets upon reception.
(b)Receiver-driven streaming: the complexity is shifted to the client. The client
computes an R-D optimized sequence of requests to send to the server and the
server only needs to respond to the client’s requests.

DiO framework, the computational complexity associated to the algorithm that
find the optima policy vector remains the main limiting factor.

4.2.1 Advances RaDiO techniques: Receiver Driven Streaming

When transmitting many video streams simultaneously, a media server might be-
come computation-limited rather than bandwidth-limited. It is therefore desirable
to migrate the computation required for network-adaptive media transport from
the server to the client. Fortunately, rate-distortion optimized streaming can also
be performed when the algorithm runs at the client so that very little computation
is required at the server side [86]. ForReceiver-Driven Streaming, the client is
provided the information about the sizes, distortion reduction values and interde-
pendencies of the data units available at the server ahead of time. The size of this
hint trackor rate-distortion preambleis small compared to the media stream and
may be transmitted with limited overhead. The receiver uses this information to
compute a sequence of requests that specify the data units that the server should
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Figure 4.3: Proxy-driven RaDiO Streaming. A proxy server located between the
backbone network and a last hop link uses a hybrid of receiver- and sender-driven
RaDiO streaming to jointly optimize requests to send to the server and media
packets to forward to the client.

transmit. In order to do this it is necessary to adapt the algorithm discussed in the
previous section to compute a sequence of requests that give an optimal tradeoff
between the expected transmission rate of the media packets that the server will
send and the expected distortion that will result [86].
Fig. 4.2 illustrates the differences between sender-driven and receiver-driven stream-
ing approaches. By combining sender-driven and receiver-driven techniques, the
RaDiO framework can be extended to different network topologies. For exam-
ple, RaDiO might be implemented in a proxy server placed between the backbone
network and the last hop link (Fig. 4.3) [87]. The proxy coordinates the commu-
nication between the media server and the client using a hybrid of receiver and
sender driven streaming. End to end performance is improved if compared to a
sender or receiver-driven RaDiO system because the traffic created by retrans-
missions of media packets lost in the last hop to the client does not congest the
backbone link.

4.2.2 Advances RaDiO techniques: Rich Acknowledgments

In one extension to the RaDiO framework, streaming performance is improved
through the use ofrich acknowledgments[88]. In sender-driven RaDiO streaming
using conventional acknowledgments, when a client receives a media packet, the
client sends an ACK to the server. If the ACK packet is lost, the server may de-
cide to unnecessarily retransmit the packet at the expense of other packets. With
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rich acknowledgments, the client does not acknowledge each data unit separately.
Instead, it transmits periodically a packet that positively acknowledges all pack-
ets that arrived so far and negatively acknowledges (NACK) packets that have not
yet arrived to the destination. In this way a rich ACK packet provides a snapshot
of the state of the receiver buffer. Rich acknowledgments require some changes
to the basic RaDiO framework described previously as shown in [15]. Therich
acknowledgmentscheme outperforms conventional RaDiO scheme with conven-
tional ACKs for all transmission rates. The improved performance of the rich
acknowledgment scheme is due to the robust transmission of the feedback in-
formation. With rich acknowledgments, the effect of a lost feedback packet is
mitigated because subsequent feedback packets contain the same (updated) infor-
mation. In addition, because rich acknowledgment packets also provide NACKs,
there is less ambiguity for the server to solve. In the case of conventional feed-
back, a non-acknowledged transmission may be due to a lost media packet or to a
lost acknowledgment packet.

4.2.3 Congestion Distortion Optimized scheduling (CoDiO)

RaDiO streaming and its various extensions described do not consider the effect
that transmitted media packets may have on the delay of subsequently transmitted
packets. Delay is modelled as a random variable with a parameterized distribu-
tion. All parameters are adapted slowly according to feedback information. In
case of the media stream is transmitted at a rate that is negligible compared to the
minimum link speed on the path from server to client, this may be an acceptable
model. In the case where there is a bottleneck link on the path from server to
client, packet delays can be strongly affected byself-congestionresulting from
previous transmissions. It is proposed in [85] a Congestion-Distortion Optimized
(CoDiO) algorithm which takes into account the effect of transmitted packets on
delay. The scheme is intended to achieve an R-D performance similar to Ra-
DiO streaming but specifically schedules packet transmissions so that it yields an
optimal tradeoff between reconstruction distortion and congestion, measured as
average delay, on the bottleneck link. As with RaDiO, transmission actions are
chosen at discrete transmission opportunities by finding an optimal policy over a
time horizon. However, in CoDiO the optimal policy minimizes the Lagrangian
costD + λ∆ whereD is the expected distortion due to the policy and∆ is the
expected end-to-end delay which measures congestion. CoDiO’s channel model
assumes a succession of high-bandwidth links shared by many users, followed by
a bottleneck last hop only used by the media stream under consideration. Co-
DiO needs to know the capacity of the bottleneck, which can be estimated, e.g.,
by transmitting a sequence of packets [89]. The channel model is used to cal-
culate the expected distortionD due to packet loss and the expected end-to-end
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delay∆. CoDiO outperforms RaDiO because it distributes transmissions in time
and attempts to send packets as late as safely possible. This reduces the load in
the bottleneck queue and hence the average end-to-end delay. Other applications
sharing the network experience less congestion’s RaDiO, on the other hand, is less
network-friendly. As the scheduler considers only average rate, its traffic tends to
be more bursty.

4.3 Conclusions

In this chapter we have discussed network adaptive media transport through the
RaDiO framework for rate distortion optimized media streaming. After reviewing
the basic framework several extensions and enhancements that have been pro-
posed, are considered. The framework can be implemented in a media server or,
alternatively, at the client. However the main limiting factor remains the high
computational complexity required to find the optimal packet to transmit at each
transmission opportunity.



Chapter 5

Distortion Estimation Models

5.1 Introduction

Video channel distortion modelling represents a challenging task mainly due to
the difficulties in mapping the channel characteristics into the video distortion
model. These difficulties are related to:

• the negative effects that a single packet loss produces, not only on a single
frame, but also on the following ones, because of the error propagation. In
fact, by adopting predictive coding the loss of a single frame may result in
a distortion of the lost frame and in a damage of all the other frames in the
same GOP;

• the unpredictable distortion envelope produced by burst losses, related to
the problems in recovering the missed frames.

As for the approaches already examined and presented in the literature, in some
recent papers it has been often implicitly assumed that burst length may be ne-
glected, focusing on the average packet loss rate as the most important feature.
In [90], the authors carefully analyze the distortion due to a single frame loss,
taking into account the error propagation, the intra refresh and the spatial filter-
ing, their model considers the effects of multiple losses as the superposition of
multiple independent losses, leading to an expected distortion that is proportional
to the average PLR. This assumption provides realistic results when losses are
spaced sufficiently far apart, but in low bit-rate wireless video communication
this hypothesis may fail. In this scenario each coded frame may fit within a single
packet and the losses may be bursty, resulting in the loss of multiple successive
frames. In [91], the authors show that generally longer bursts lead to larger distor-
tions. However, there is still a certain difference between their model and the real
reconstructed quality. An analytical model for the distortion is proposed in [92],
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Figure 5.1: Conceptual scheme of the analysis-by-synthesis technique.

where it is assumed that all frames, after the lost frame, are not available at the
decoder. By consequence some frames that may be used to improve the video
quality, are not considered in their model. Moreover, most papers in the literature
consider scenarios where PLR is low [93].

In the following sections several distortion estimation techniques will be re-
viewed detailing the main features and the main limitation aspects.

5.2 Perceptual Distortion Classification

The quality of multimedia communications over packet networks may be impaired
in case of packet loss. The amount of quality degradation strongly vary depend-
ing on the importance of the lost data. In order to design efficient loss protec-
tion mechanisms, a reliable importance estimation method for multimedia data is
needed. Such importance is often defined a priori, based on the average impor-
tance of the elements of the compressed bitstream, as the data partitioning ap-
proach. In order to provide a quantitative importance estimation method at a finer
level of granularity, [94] defines the importance of a video coding element, such
as a macroblock or a packet, as a value proportional to the distortion that would
be introduced at the decoder by the loss of that specific element. The potential
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distortion of each element, could, therefore, be computed using the Analysis-By-
Synthesis technique. The conceptual scheme is depicted in Fig. 5.1. The video se-
quence has to be coded and packetized before the activation of the algorithm. The
Analysis-By-Synthesis distortion estimation algorithm performs, for each packet,
the following steps:

• decoding, including concealment, of the bitstream simulating the loss of the
packet being analyzed (synthesis stage);

• quality evaluation, that is computation of the distortion caused by the loss
of the packet. The original and the reconstructed picture after concealment
are compared using MSE;

• storage of the obtained value as an indication of the perceptual importance
of the analyzed video packet.

The previous operations can be implemented with small modifications of the stan-
dard encoding process. The encoder, in fact, usually reconstructs the coded pic-
tures simulating the decoder operations, since this is needed for motion compen-
sated prediction. If step (1) of the analysis-by-synthesis algorithm exploits the
operations of the encoding software, complexity is only due to the simulation of
the concealment algorithm. The analysis-by-synthesis technique, as a principle,
can be applied to any video coding standard. In fact, it is based on repeating the
same steps that a standard decoder would perform including the error conceal-
ment. Obviously, the importance values computed with the analysis-by-synthesis
algorithm are dependent on a particular encoding, that is if the video sequence is
compressed with a different encoder or using a different packetization, values will
be different. Note, however, that in principle the analysis-by-synthesis scheme
does not impose any particular restriction on encoding parameters or packetiza-
tion. Due to the interdependencies usually present between data units, the simu-
lation of the loss of an isolated data unit is not completely realistic, particularly
for high packet loss rates. Every possible combination of events should ideally
be considered, weighted by its probability, and its distortion computed by the
analysis-by-synthesis technique, obtaining the expected distortion value. The ap-
plication of the analysis-by-synthesis method is straightforward when considering
elements of the video stream which does not contribute to later referenced frames,
since the mismatch due to concealment does not propagate. If propagation is pos-
sible, the distortion caused in subsequent frames should be evaluated until it be-
comes negligible, for instance, at the beginning of the next GOP for MPEG video,
or until its value falls below a given threshold. In this case, the complexity of
the analysis-by-synthesis approach is high giving it suitable only for stored-video
scenarios that allow precomputation of the perceptual distortion.
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5.3 Distortion Matrix

The Distortion Matrix (DM) proposed in [95] allows to calculate the distortion
caused by dropping frames in a GOP structured video stream. The distortion
needs to be evaluated during offline simulations. When calculating the distortion,
it is assumed that a simple copy previous frame error concealment scheme is used
by the decoder. Once a specific P frame or I frame is lost, all the depending
frames in this GOP are replaced with the latest successfully decoded frame. This
assumption makes this model unsuitable because today all video decoders tend to
mitigate the error propagation reducing the distortion after a single loss. In the
scheme proposed in [95] the additional distortion for a particular dropping pattern
is the sum of the individual frame distortions of the concealed pictures. Also
this hypothesis gives unrealistic the model because the distortion is not additive.
The Distortion Matrix proposed in [95], for a GOP withIB1B2P1B3B4P2B5B6

encoding structure, is given as follows:
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(5.1)

whereD
Fref

Floss
are the MSE values observed when replacing frame lossFloss by

Fref as part of the concealment strategy. The column left to the distortion matrix
shows the replacement frameFref for every row of the matrix. For instance,DI

B1

represents the additional reconstruction distortion if the firstB frame of the GOP
is lost and therefore replaced by theI frame of that GOP.R is a frame from the
previous GOP that is used as a replacement for all frames in the current GOP if
theI frame of the current GOP is lost.
The number of entries of the distortion matrix can be calculated as follows:

Nentries =
1

2
L(3 +

L

NB + 1
) (5.2)

whereL is the length of the GOP, andNB is the number of B frames between
two P or I frames; given this matrix, the RD-optimized frame dropping strategy
for streaming video chooses between four possible dropping decisions that can be
made for each stream: dropping I frame, dropping P frame, dropping B frame and
then dropping nothing. As part of the dropping decision, all depending frames in
the same GOP are also dropped. For example, if the dropping strategy decides
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to drop the I frame of a GOP, this involves dropping all other frames from the
GOP. Also, if the strategy expects to drop a P frame, this involves dropping all
depending B and P frames of this GOP. Although many possible dropping choices
are available, previous dropping decisions and also the position of the frames can
limit the computational complexity as stated in [95]. When the DM is evaluated,
simple copy previous frame error concealment is assumed and it is also used as
the error concealment scheme at the decoder in [95]. Although the actual error
concealment scheme might be more sophisticated the DM requires an high over-
head for transmitting the DM elements and does not considers the fact that the
decoder uses the correctly received frames to reduce the error propagation effect.

5.4 Advance Estimation Technique: ROPE

All the previous explained end to end distortion estimation techniques may be cat-
egorized as either “block-based” or “frame-based” methods. On the other hand are
other more accurate techniques classified as “pixel-based” methods. In particular
the block-based approach generates and recursively updates a block-level distor-
tion map for each frame [60, 96–97]. However, since inter-frame displacements
involve subblock motion vectors, a motion compensated block may inherit errors
propagated from multiple blocks in prior frames. Hence, block-based techniques
must involve a possibly rough approximation (for example, weighted averaging
of propagated block distortion [60], whose errors may build up to significantly
degrade estimation accuracy. In contrast, pixel-based approaches track the dis-
tortion estimate per pixel and have the potential to provide high accuracy. The
obvious question concerns of complexity. One extreme approach was proposed
in [98] where the distortion per pixel is calculated by exhaustive simulation of the
decoding procedure and averaging over many packet loss patterns. Another pixel
based approach was proposed in [99], where only the two most likely loss events
are considered. However, it turns out that low complexity can be maintained with-
out sacrificing optimality as has been demonstrated by the ROPE in [59]. ROPE
recursively calculates the first and second moments of the decoder reconstruction
of each pixel, while accurately taking into account all relevant factors, includ-
ing error propagation and error concealment. ROPE has been applied for end to
end estimation in numerous RD optimization based coding techniques, includ-
ing: intra-/inter-mode selection [59], [100] and extension thereof to layered cod-
ing [101], [102], multiple description coding [103], prediction reference frame
and/or motion vector selection [104], joint video coding and transport optimiza-
tion [105–107] etc. Variants of ROPE have been applied in the transform domain
to estimate the end to end distortion of DCT coefficients [108]. Beside distortion
estimation, other applications of ROPE has been presented in robust video coding
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error resilient rate control [109]. Finally, ROPE has been proposed also for video
quality monitoring and assessment in video streaming over lossy networks [110].

5.4.1 ROPE: Open Issues and Limitations

However, despite the interest and extensive work on ROPE applications, there are
unsolved problems that significantly restrict its application in practical video cod-
ing and streaming system scenarios. The most important open question regards
the emergence of thecrosscorrelationterms in the equation that estimate the user
quality due to pixel filtering (or averaging) operations. In fact the various forms of
pixel filtering operations performed by standard encoders, e.g., subpixel motion
compensation, intra-prediction, deblocking filtering [14] are difficult to model.
Also the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) can be viewed as a special form of
pixel filtering/averaging. Moreover, pixel-averaging operations may also be per-
formed by the decoder that adopt error concealment [111]. Within the exact ROPE
procedure, such pixel filtering operations may require computation and storage of
cross-correlation values for all pixel pairs in the frame, which is of impractical
complexity, so that, effective and low-complexity Cross-Correlation Approxima-
tion (CCA) is highly desirable. Other alternative approaches have been proposed
in literature where the cross-correlation terms are computed but only within a
predefined inter-pixel distance. However, all the proposed techniques require sub-
stantial computation and storage complexity. Moreover the scenario considered
in the majority of the cited papers include communication where the loss rate
is relatively low. From this perspective the algorithms presented in the following
chapter, that represents the main contribution of this thesis, are able to evaluate ac-
curately the distortion envelope derived from environments characterized by high
loss rates.
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Chapter 6

Video Distortion Estimation
Algorithms

6.1 Introduction

In the following sections three novel algorithms for channel distortion estimation
are presented. The algorithms are able to take explicitly into account the loss
pattern caused by the transmission over an error prone network. In order to explain
better the modifications added to the internal encoder structure and the algorithms
operations, the following parts consider the Quarter Common Intermediate Format
(QCIF)Foremantest sequence as a reference. The sequence is encoded following
the JVT H.264/AVC standard (and in particular using the reference software JM98
where we have added all modifications).

During the encoding procedure, two outputs are provided by the encoder as it
is showed in Fig. 6.1:

• the compressed bitstream;

• a reference uncompressed sequence.

The compressed bitstream is packetized, by the network transport layer, and
then is transmitted over the channel. The reference sequence instead, is used
by the encoder to perform internal operations such as motion prediction, motion
compensation as well as rate control. The uncompressed sequence, stored in the
internal encoder buffer, is used extensively to perform the distortion estimation.

In the following it is assumed that the encoder is able to evaluate two amplitude
arrays,A1

i,l andA2
i,l, with i ≥ l > 2, defined by:

A1
i,l = MSD[fi − fl−1], (6.1a)

A2
i,l = MSD[fi − fl−2], (6.1b)
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Figure 6.1: Main outputs provided by the encoder.

whereMSD[fi− fl−1] represents the Mean Square Difference between framesfi

andfl−1. The defined arrays give an estimate of the channel loss induced distor-
tion, as explained in the following. More precisely, the MSD is used to estimate
the actual MSE at the decoder. Moreover, it is assumed that a single frame fits in
a single packet. It is worth noticing that this hypothesis will be removed but for
simplicity now it is desirable to considers frame or packet as the same entity. By
consequence, a single channel packet loss produces the loss of the whole frame.

Observe that MSE takes into account the distortion introduced by the channel
only, and the source compression distortion is neglected. In fact, the intent of
the employed algorithms is to model the channel distortion. So, in the sequel,
it is shown that this assumption is acceptable in most of the channel conditions
examined.

First of all, at the encoder side the bitstream is converted into prediction in-
formation and transform coefficients allowing the reconstruction of the current
frame for internal rate control operations. In order to do this every uncompressed
frame is forwarded also in a reference frame buffer, giving the chance to allow
the prediction of the next frame inside the motion compensation process. The bit-
stream is then packetized and the obtained packet is transmitted by the network
transport layer. In case of successful reception, the packet is forwarded directly to
the decoder for the decoding operations while, if the packet is loss, the simplest
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Figure 6.2: Decoder output due to loss of frame 4. At the top frames 5, 6 and 7
of the original sequence. At the bottom frames 5, 6 and 7, of the reconstructed
sequence.

operation the decoder can perform is just to skip the decoding and not update the
display buffer. In this case, the user will immediately recognize the loss, as the
fluent motion and continuous display update is not maintained. However, this is
not the only problem: not only the display buffer is not updated but also the refer-
ence decoder buffer has a picture gap. Even in case of successful reception of the
next packet the corresponding decoded frame will differ from the reconstructed
frame at the encoder side, given that the encoder and the decoder are referring to
a different reference signal while decoding this packet. Therefore, the loss of a
single packet has also effects on the quality of the following frames. To show this
effect, the QCIFForemantest sequence is encoded with the H.264 encoder with a
GOP equal to 15. From the packetized bitstream the Frame 4 is removed and the
obtained bitstream is fitted to the decoder. Fig. 6.2 shows the error propagation
effects at Frames 5, 6 and 7 due to the loss of Frame 4. In order to enhance the
quality of the picture, the decoder could be modified using a picture flag to specify
that the lost frame should be replaced by the last correctly decoded frame. More-
over, the lost frame could be prevented from being used as reference frame for the
decoding of the subsequent frames. Fig. 6.3 shows the visual quality improvement
obtained by this simple modification. In the following this technique is referred
asFrame Copy(FC) EC. When a burst of packet losses occurs, the FC-EC gives
a typical frozen frame output effect. The image on the screen stops, when a loss
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Figure 6.3: Output of the modified decoder due to loss of frame 4. At the top
frames 5, 6 and 7 applying the FC-EC. At the bottom frames 5, 6 and 7 applying
the MC-EC.

occurs, and is kept constant (i.e. frozen) during the entire burst. To remove this
phenomenon and give a more fluid effect during the bursts, theMotion Copy(MC)
EC technique has been implemented in the video decoder. The MC-EC is based
on a motion vector copy of the last correctly received frame. The visual effect,
obtained applying MC-EC is shown in Fig. 6.3.
In order to allow the estimation algorithms to operate, it is also assumed that the
application is able to determine the actual sequence loss pattern by exchanging
some suitable signaling information with the lower layers, which adopt, for in-
stance, an acknowledgment based transmission technique.

In order to explain better the distortion estimation algorithms proposed in this
thesis, assume that the following loss pattern occurs in a GOP.

Suppose now that frames from indexli to indexi, and frames from indexlj
to indexj are lost, beingi < lj − 1. The considered scenario, based on two non
overlapped bursts, may be extended to a generic number of bursts, so that in the
following it is considered,li ≤ i < lj − 1 ≤ j − 1.
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6.2 Channel Distortion Estimation Algorithms

6.2.1 Step Distortion Algorithm

The first estimation algorithm is called Step Distortion Algorithm (SDA) and is
able to estimate the distortion at thek-th frame in a GOP using the following
method:

D(k) =





0 k < li
A1

k,li
li 6 k < i

A1
i,li

i 6 k < lj
A1

k,lj
lj 6 k < j

A1
j,lj

k > j

. (6.2)

As stated, the SDA algorithm approximates the distortion envelope using a simple
step function, and it is completely defined by the amplitudes at each time stepk.
In this way the SDA assumes that the decoder is able at least to keep constant the
distortion. Differently from the work in [92], SDA assumes that the decoder has
activated some error recovery techniques such as FC or MC error concealment.

6.2.2 Exponential Distortion Algorithm

The Exponential Distortion Algorithm (EDA) reproduces more accurately than
SDA the distortion envelope caused by isolated losses.
Consider that, when a loss appears the distortion ramps up in correspondence of
the missed frame, since the decoder applies some recovery techniques to alleviate
the visual effect. Due to error propagation, which is caused by predictive cod-
ing, the MSE associated with subsequent frames exhibits a nonzero value. More
precisely, the distortion decreases as a consequence of the spatial filtering and the
intra refresh, as detailed in chapter 2, until it eventually becomes zero at frames
sufficiently apart from the lost one.

To take into account this amplitude decay effect, the EDA models the distor-
tion at thek-th frame as follows:

D(k) =





0 k < li
A1

k,li
li 6 k < i

A1
i,li

e−b(k−i) i 6 k < lj
A1

k,lj
lj 6 k < j

A1
j,lj

e−b(k−j) k > j

, (6.3)

where the parameterb is introduced to shape the error propagation effect. In
particular,b can be split into two different parts, corresponding to the separate
contributions due to the encoder and the decoder operations:

b = benc + bdec. (6.4)
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From the encoder point of viewbenc depends on the intra coded macroblock
ratio, on the rate-control algorithm, on the number of reference frames stored
in the encoder buffer to perform motion estimation and motion compensation as
well as on the intra refresh period. From the decoder point of view instead, the
parameterbdec depends primarily on the employed mitigation scheme.

6.2.3 Advances Distortion Algorithm

The SDA and the EDA provide an acceptable distortion approximation for isolated
bursts of lost packets. When the distance between bursts get smaller (especially
when the channel exhibit bad conditions), both the SDA and the EDA algorithms
may lead to an optimistic evaluation of the channel induced distortion. A more
precise estimation of the actual distortion is provided by the Advanced Distortion
Algorithm (ADA).
In this case, the distortion at thek-th frame in a GOP may be evaluated as:

D(k) =





0 k < li
A2

k,li
li 6 k < i

A2
i,li

e−b(k−i) i 6 k < lj
A2

k,lj
lj 6 k < j

A2
j,lj

e−b(k−j) k > j

. (6.5)

So the unique modification, with respect to the EDA, is the selection of a different
reference frame. In particular, ADA tries to provide a more accurate approxima-
tion of the distortion envelope using not the last received frame (as in the SDA
and in the EDA), but the previous one. This simple modification, which implicitly
introduces an additional distortion term in the estimation process, exploits the fact
that successive frames in a scene contain little detail variations and allows a better
approximation of the distortion envelope.
As stated for EDA, a suitable choice of the parameterb may lead to a more accu-
rate distortion estimation.

6.3 Performance Measurements

This section presents the results of several experiments, that are run to evaluate the
capability of the proposed algorithms in estimating the distortion envelope. Many
encoding and decoding settings are extensively examined, to assess the generality
of the proposed techniques.
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Figure 6.4: Frame per frame distortion estimation using SDA.
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6.3.1 Algorithms Validation Test

Consider the video sequenceForemanin which each GOP consists of one I-frame
followed by 29 P-frames, being the GOP size equal to 30. Assume, for example,
that frames 32, 33, 34 and 58 (belonging to the second GOP) are not received by
the decoder. Fig. 6.4 exemplifies SDA distortion estimation, assuming that the
decoder performs FC-EC (the lost frames are represented by the time markers).
The measured total distortion is compared, for the given loss pattern, with the one
predicted by the algorithm SDA.
The amplitudes of the SDA steps are evaluated as the pixel-by-pixel difference
between the last received frame (also stored in the encoder buffer) and the lost
one at the end of the burst, as in (6.1). Therefore,A1

34,32, in Fig. 6.4, is the MSD
between frames 31 and 34 of the compressed sequence. It is worth noticing that
the initial behavior of the SDA (31 ≤ Framenumber ≤ 34) is superimposed to
the actual distortion. Even if the encoder knows that the frames from 35 to 57
are correctly received it does not know the EC technique adopted by the decoder.
Therefore, in SDA it is assumed that the distortion does not increase and that the
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Figure 6.5: Frame per frame distortion estimation using EDA.
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decoder is at least able to keep constant the distortion (i.e. step approximation).
The estimated distortion envelope changes only if an I frame is received correctly
or another P frame is lost. In particular, if an I frame is received correctly the error
propagation is stopped and the SDA sets MSD equal to 0 (this is the case of frame
61 in Fig. 6.4, which is the first I frame of the third GOP). If another P frame
within a GOP is lost, the procedure is repeated.
Even if SDA assumes a simple step approximation for the distortion envelope, it
provides a reasonable estimation for sufficiently spaced single or bursty losses.

The benefits that may be obtained using EDA are illustrated in Fig. 6.5. Here it
is assumed that only the second P frame is lost and the decoder performs classical
FC-EC scheme. The measured total distortion is compared, for this loss pattern,
with the MSD predicted by the EDA. With reference to the same figure, the dis-
tortion D(2) is equal toA1

2,2 ' 83.54 and the framek=3 is correctly received.
The EDA algorithm evaluates a distortionD(3) = A1

2,2e
−b for the third frame

received, a distortionD(4) = D(3)e−b = A1
2,2e

−2b for the fourth frame received
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Figure 6.6: Distortion Estimation (GOP=30) for isolated losses.
• SDA ◦ EDA b = 1/2 (upper),b = 1/8 (lower)
∗ ADA b = 1/8 Estimation in [92]
+ Decoder (FC-EC) ¦ Decoder (MC-EC)

and so on.
The EDA may be able to provide a better approximation by a careful choice of
the parameterb. The family of curves in Fig. 6.5 for EDA (starting from the bot-
tom) are obtained forb = 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32. Notice that, the smaller theb
value is, the closer the EDA and the SDA approximation are; for sufficiently large
value ofb, however, the EDA may over-estimate the actual quality. It is worth
noticing that a reasonable approximation of the distortion envelope is obtained for
b = 1/8. The sameb value is used in the experiments described in the sequel also
by the ADA algorithm. The value founded forb is the most suitable value for the
selected sequence.

6.3.2 Performance for Generic Loss Pattern

In evaluating the performance of the distortion estimation algorithms for generic
loss patterns, consider now the whole video sequenceForeman. The complete
sequence consists of 300 frames. The measured total distortion is compared, for
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each loss pattern, with the one predicted by the algorithms SDA, EDA and ADA.
The prediction performance is examined for PLR ranging from 5% to 20% while
the encoding structure is IPPPP with a GOP size equals to 30. For each packet loss
rate, a set of 100 random packet loss patterns is generated and for each loss pattern
the corresponding packets are dropped from the packetized bitstream. Then, the
frame-per-frame MSE of the luminance component is stored after decoding, and
the distortion is estimated through the MSD. Finally, the average Peak to Signal
Noise Ratio (PSNR) is evaluated by:

PSNR = 20 log 255 + 10 log Np ·Nf − log
∑
i,j

Di,j, (6.6)

whereDi,j is the real picture MSE as well as the MDS estimated,Nf is the number
of frames in the video sequence andNp identifies a specific loss pattern. Fig. 6.6
shows the performance comparison between the actual and the estimated distor-
tion, obtained applying the proposed algorithms, as a function of the PLR. The
accuracy of the methods is evaluated referring to the effective behavior of the de-
coder employing both the FC-EC and the MC-EC schemes. In order to perform a
comparison with the previous proposed techniques, the estimated distortion, ob-
tained using the method described in [92], is also reported in the same figure with
the dotted curve.
EDA accuracy is evaluated forb = 1/2 andb = 1/8, to show the influence of the
parameterb on the average estimation performance. For ADA, instead, the value
of b is set tob = 1/8.

All the proposed techniques provide better predictions of the real expected
distortion, with respect to [92]. In fact, the algorithm in [92] does not use all re-
ceived frames and simply supposes that the decoder rejects all frames after the lost
one, applying FC concealment for all frames until a refresh occurs. This hypothe-
sis leads to an underestimation of the received quality. The proposed algorithms,
instead, try to model the distortion using all the frames available at the receiver,
rejecting only the lost ones. For the entire PLR range (low and medium PLR) both
the EDA and the SDA overestimate the actual PSNR, whereas the ADA is shown
to be able to closely approximate it.
To investigate further the robustness of the proposed estimation algorithms, a set
of simulations is run under very severe channel conditions, which may occur when
the channel is in the bad states (i.e. during deep fades). Note that, in this condi-
tion, bursts of lost packets may span more than one GOP. Fig. 6.7 shows the per-
formance of the three estimation techniques as a function of the PLR. In the figure
it is shown that ADA provides a closer approximation to the actual distortion in
the entire PLR interval. This is due to the additional distortion accounted in the es-
timation process. Thus, it is possible to conclude that ADA is a suitable technique
to predict the actual objective distortion, even under severe channel conditions.
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Figure 6.7: Distortion Estimation (GOP=30) for multiple losses.
• SDA ◦ EDA b = 1/2 (upper),b = 1/8 (lower)
∗ ADA b = 1/8 Estimation in [92]
+ Decoder (FC-EC) ¦ Decoder (MC-EC)

6.3.3 Estimation Accuracy of ADA

In this subsection it is presented a detailed analysis of the influence of the refer-
ence frame in the ADA algorithm, to assess the generality of the employed tech-
nique. When multiple losses appear in a GOP, ADA matches quite well the real
distortion. In fact the additional distortion accounted using the second last re-
ceived frame may accurately model the cross correlation between subsequent lost
frames. By changing the reference frame, i.e., by choosing the third last or the
fourth last received frame it will be accounted an additional distortion offset. This
offset is not constant and depends both on the temporal characteristics of the se-
quence and on the position of the lost frames. In Fig. 6.8 a frame by frame PSNR
comparison between the estimation algorithms is drawn. The same figure shows
the actual distortion obtained by using the decoder. The results are shown for the
Foremansequence at 15% packet loss rate for 20 frames. In this snapshot, the
error occurs in frames 61, 69 and 70.
Fig. 6.9 shows the average performance of the ADA using the last third and the
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Figure 6.8: Frame per frame distortion comparison between the estimation algo-
rithms and the real distortion for theForemansequence. The average PLR is 15%
and the errors occurs in frames 61, 69 and 70.
◦ EDA b = 1/8 ∇ ADA using the third reference frame b = 1/8
∗ ADA b = 1/8 4 ADA using the fourth reference frame b = 1/8
+ Decoder (FC-EC) ¦ Decoder (MC-EC)

fourth frames received as a reference frame for the estimation. The PSNR, evalu-
ated between the decoded sequence and the compressed sequence, does not con-
sider the source compression distortion. The estimated quality applying ADA,
using the second last received frame, closely parallels the actual frame level dis-
tortion. Using more distant reference frames instead, the approximation worsens,
due to the excessive additional distortion.

Summarizing all the above mentioned experiments it is possible to conclude
that for isolated losses the best approximation is reached by EDA algorithm. Ac-
tually, EDA uses the last received frame to perform the estimation and also the
decoder uses the last decoded frame too, to perform the error concealment. For
this reason EDA is able to emulate the actual decoder behavior. ADA instead,
accounts an additional distortion contribution, equals to the MSD between the
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Figure 6.9: Distortion Estimation using the third or the fourth last received frame
in ADA for Foremansequence.
◦ EDA b = 1/8 ∇ ADA using the third reference frame b = 1/8
∗ ADA b = 1/8 4 ADA using the fourth reference frame b = 1/8
+ Decoder (FC-EC) ¦ Decoder (MC-EC)

second last and the last received frames allowing a good approximation in an high
loss environment, as it is shown in Fig. 6.9. Using more distant reference frames
instead, is counterproductive, given that an excessive additional distortion is in-
troduced.

6.4 Influence of Encoder Settings

6.4.1 Estimation accuracy changing the input sequence

To assess whether the proposed estimation techniques are able to provide useful
results independently from the chosen sequence, a first set of simulations is run
by concatenating and repeating QCIF test sequencesMiss America(100 frames)
andCarphone(100 frames) in order to obtain a sequence length of 400 frames.
The encoding structure imposed at the encoder side is to use only one I frame at
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Figure 6.10: Distortion Estimation with a large GOP (only one I frame) forMiss
America-Carphonesequence.
• SDA ◦ EDA b = 1/2
∗ ADA b = 1/8 Estimation in [92]
+ Decoder (FC-EC) ¦ Decoder (MC-EC)

the beginning of the sequence. All the other frames are encoded as P frame so
GOP size approaches infinity. To improve the robustness of the encoding process,
the intra macroblock ratio option available at the encoder side is set to 9, so that
a complete refresh occurs every 11 frames. The prediction performance is exam-
ined for PLR in the range 5÷40%. Fig. 6.10 shows the performance of the three
estimation techniques as a function of the PLR. As it can be seen from the figure,
the estimation behavior does not change: all the algorithms overestimate the real
quality. In all the performed tests EDA may be useful to estimate the distortion en-
velope deriving from isolated losses, while ADA is preferable to approximate the
distortion deriving from multiple bursts. It is worth noticing that, without setting
the GOP size, a dramatic visual error propagation occurs during the play of the se-
quence. In fact multiple loss of packets cause the loss of synchronization between
encoder and decoder that may be recovered only with a reception of an I frame or
a scene change. Only the reception of an I frame, stopping the error propagation,
can recover the synchronization between the encoder and the decoder. The intra
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Sequence Number of frames Resolution PSNR [dB]
Miss America 200 QCIF 36.42

Carphone 200 QCIF 35.11
Silent 400 QCIF 37.87

Salesman 300 QCIF 36.02
News 600 CIF 36.53

Table 6.1: Sequence used for validation.

macroblocks, inserted in the P frames, mitigate the error propagation but many
artifacts still appear in the decoded picture. Therefore, the PSNR evaluation may
be misleading, given that the subjective evaluation reveals many mistakes.

A more extensive second set of tests is performed to further validate the dis-
tortion estimation models. The sequences, summarized in Table 6.1, are coded
with the Baseline profile, frame mode IPPPP and Quantization Parameter (QP)
equal to 28. The sequences are coded using constant quality compression, so the
total frame per frame quality depends only on the channel induced distortion. The
packet loss patterns 3%, 5%, 10% and 20% are employed as candidates for the
tests. The lossy bitstream is decoded applying only FC-EC at the decoder and the
distortion is estimated using only ADA with a proper choice of the parameterb. In
particular, for every sequence reported in Table 6.1, the parameterb is determined
during the initialization phase, in which a single channel loss is generated. Ta-
ble 6.2 summarizes the PSNR differences between the real average distortion and
the estimated one, showing a good agreement, both for sequences with limited or
significant motion.

Sequence PLR=5% PLR=10% PLR=20%
Miss America 0.11 0.26 0.08

Carphone 1.02 -0.05 -1.27
Silent 0.86 0.25 -0.30

Salesman 0.32 -0.12 -0.81
News 0.03 -0.43 -1.81

Table 6.2: PSNR difference between the real distortion and the estimated one
using ADA for different packet loss rates.
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Figure 6.11: Estimation algorithms performance vs. data-rate for theForeman
sequence. a) PLR 3%. b) PLR 15%.
◦ EDA b = 1/8 ∗ ADA b = 1/8
+ Decoder (FC-EC) ¦ Decoder (MC-EC)
• Source compression distortion

6.4.2 Estimation accuracy changing the source compression

A further validation test can be performed by changing the source data-rate com-
pression. The sequence chosen to perform the experiment is theForemanQCIF
sequence compressed using different quantization values. The GOP is equal to 30
and the PLR simulating the channel losses are 3% and 15%.

Fig. 6.11 resumes the results of the experiment. In particular, for Fig. 6.11 a),
at higher rates, the total source-channel distortion is due to the loss of the channel
because the source compression distortion is negligible. At lower source data
rates instead, the quality of the decoded sequence depends mainly from the source
distortion and the channel induced distortion is negligible, this is due to the fact
that at lower rates the encoding process removes many sequence details.

While in Fig. 6.11 b), the distortion primarily depends on the contribution of
the channel. The approximation using the proposed algorithms matches with the
real distortion. For PLR equal to 15% the FC-EC curve is well approximated by
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Figure 6.12: Estimation performance vs GOP size (PLR=5%).
• SDA ◦ EDA b = 1/2
∗ ADA b = 1/8 Estimation in [92]
+ Decoder (FC-EC) ¦ Decoder (MC-EC)

the ADA algorithm while for PLR equal to 3% the best approximation is reached
by the EDA algorithm. From the same figure it follows that the compression rate
does not affect the approximation accuracy.

6.4.3 Influence of the GOP size

The performance of the proposed estimation techniques is also evaluated as a
function of the GOP size, as it is shown in Figs. 6.12 and 6.13, assuming that PLR
is equal to 5% and 40%, respectively. Observe that the performance of all the three
estimation algorithms and the actual decoding have a very weak dependence on
the GOP size. The decoder performance, whereas, may be influenced by the intra
macroblock ratio set at the encoder side. Actually, the intra macroblocks inserted
in each P frame are able to mitigate the error propagation effects, improving the
visual quality. For this reason it may be desirable to enable adaptive intra refresh
methods at the encoder side in order to mitigate the error propagation. This fact
may be taken into account in both the EDA and the ADA, by a proper selection of
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Figure 6.13: Estimation performance vs GOP size (PLR=40%).
• SDA ◦ EDA b = 1/2
∗ ADA b = 1/8 Estimation in [92]
+ Decoder (FC-EC) ¦ Decoder (MC-EC)

the parameterb.

6.4.4 Influence of the parameterb

EDA and ADA depend primarily from the choice of the parameterb; a small vari-
ation of b provides a noticeable variation of the estimated distortion for all the
algorithms under investigation. The results of a set of tests, performed to evalu-
ate the influence ofb value on ADA and EDA performance, are summarized in
Table 6.3 that compares the PSNR difference between the real and the estimated
distortion for several test sequences and for different choice ofb. Observe that
EDA usually underestimates the actual distortion, while ADA may be capable of
a correct estimation, provided that a suitable, not too smallb value is chosen. The
transmitter may determine theb value during the initialization phase, by measur-
ing the actual distortion envelope deriving from a test loss event.
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Figure 6.14: Distortion Estimation with GOP=30 and IBPBP structure vs PLR.
• SDA ◦ EDA b = 1/6 ∗ ADA b = 1/6
+ Decoder (FC-EC) ¦ Decoder (MC-EC)

6.4.5 Distortion estimation with B-frame

Estimation accuracy does not depend on frame types, actually, when a B-frame is
lost, there is no error propagation since successive frames do not use the B-frame
as a reference frame to perform the decoding of the next frames. Therefore, the
proposed techniques can be used to model the channel distortion in successive
P-frames, even if there are B-frames in between. In particular, when a loss of a B
frame occurs, the estimation algorithm simply do not consider the error propaga-
tion effect settingb = 0. Fig. 6.14 shows the performance comparison between
the actual and the estimated distortion as a function of the PLR for both the FC-EC
and the MC-EC schemes.

6.4.6 Distortion estimation changing the sequence resolution

In the previous validation tests it is assumed that one frame fits in a single packet.
However, for high resolution sequences, such as S-CIF used for instance in HDTV,
one frame may span over multiple packets. This is made feasible both by slices
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Sequence EDA b = 1/2 EDA b = 1/32 ADA b = 1/2 ADA b = 1/32
Miss America -5.11 -2.34 -1.21 3.42

Carphone -6.25 -3.45 -0.21 2.16
Silent -4.63 -1.14 -1.21 5.09

Salesman -3.32 -2.56 -1.21 4.13
News -5.03 -2.13 -1.21 3.40

Table 6.3: PSNR difference between the real distortion and the estimated one
using EDA or ADA with different values ofb.

Figure 6.15: S-CIF picture obtained mixing CIF sequence. Each picture has 4
slice groups.

grouping and Network Adaptation Layer Units (NALUs). As explained in [112],
one slice is a single video data unit and multiple slices can be encapsulated in a
NALU. Moreover, a single frame may be transmitted using more than one NALU.
It is worth noticing that DEAs may be used to estimate the distortion also in this
condition, because of the linear property of the MSD.

The accuracy evaluation test can be summarized as follows. A S-CIF sequence
is obtained mixing the first 200 frames of the CIF sequencesForeman, Miss Amer-
ica, Carphoneand News. A single S-CIF frame is created using the four CIF
frames of the sequences. Moreover each MB is assigned to a slice group using a
macroblock allocation map file that groups together all MBs of a CIF picture as il-
lustrated in Fig. 6.15. The resulting sequence is encoded using an IPPPP structure
with a GOP size equal to 30. A setNp = 100 random packet loss patterns with
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PLR=5% PLR=10% PLR=15%

PSNRr − PSNRSDA -1.21 -1.03 0.92

PSNRr − PSNREDA 0.15 1.58 2.25

PSNRr − PSNRADA -2.8 -1.27 -0.06

Table 6.4: PSNR difference between the real distortion and the estimated one
using DEAs for different packet loss rates.

average PLR of 5%, 10% and 15% is generated and used as test case. Average
values of the resulting MSE using FC-EC and the MSD using DEAs are evaluated.
Table 6.4 summarizes the results showing the difference between the real PSNR
(PSNRr) and the one estimated using DEAs.
It may be concluded that DEAs are able to provide useful results independently
from the chosen sequence, showing a good agreement, both for sequences with
limited or significant motion.

6.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, DEAs are able to provide useful results independently from the
chosen sequence, showing a good agreement, both for sequences with limited or
significant motion. Also the sequence resolution i.e. QCIF, CIF or S-CIF does
not affect the estimation accuracy. Moreover, large GOP sizes will results in a
severe visual error propagation during the sequence reproduction at the decoder
side. However, DEAs are able to model the true distortion envelope also in this
condition. The frame per frame accuracy, however, depends both on the chosen
estimation algorithm and on the test conditions. For a large GOP size and high
loss rates, only the ADA is able to reproduce the real distortion envelope accu-
rately. Finally, estimation accuracy does not depend on frame types: the proposed
techniques, in fact, may be used also to model the channel distortion in successive
P-frames, even if there are B-frames in between.



Chapter 7

Applications of DEA

In the present chapter are presented and evaluated several application scenarios,
where the developed algorithms may be used proactively by some agents dis-
tributed on the networks to enhance the user experience. The application scenar-
ios are either simulated or evaluated developing real test beds. In this way it is
possible to quantify and measure the improvements that a real implementation in
a prototype may give with respect to traditional delivery policies.

7.1 Quality evaluation

By using the proposed algorithms to estimate the end user distortion, reconstructed
video quality may be directly evaluated from the packet loss pattern and the out-
put sequence at the encoder side, with no need to perform decoding. The packet
loss pattern can be obtained, for example, running transmission tests with network
simulators such asns2[113] orOpnet[114], or running real wireless transmission
tests using wireless cards.

The same approach may be used in actual systems in which the decoding is not
feasible because, for example, the decoder is not able to manage an high loss rate
(in the sense that it breaks down, stopping the decoding operations). Moreover, in
high loss environments the decoder output sequence and the reference sequence
have a different number of frames due to the skipping operations at the decoder.
By consequence, a correct quality measurement requires the implementation of
the video display buffer with its refresh interval, dictated by the frame rate. On the
contrary, using the proposed algorithm, a video distortion may be evaluated simply
using the packet loss pattern and the undistorted reconstructed video sequence.

87
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Figure 7.1: Bandwidth Adaptation trough packet dropping.

7.2 Bandwidth Adaptation using DEAs

The proposed distortion algorithms may be used in to perform efficiently band-
width adaptation. The scenario is commonly encountered in the Internet and it
occurs whenever the data rate on the incoming link at a network node exceeds
the data rate on the outgoing link. During network congestion transient periods
router queues overflow, so that it is required a bandwidth adaptation. The scenario
under consideration is illustrated in Fig. 7.1 where the incoming traffic at the node
consists of multiple video streams multiplexed by the router on a single outgoing
link. Each RTP/UDP video packet framePi,j, wherei refers to the packet number
while j specifies the flow (i.e.,j = 1, 2, 3), reserves some bytes to store the value
of A1

i,i andA2
i,i that take into account the distortion impact associated to every

packet. The router, using the distortion value of each packet, is able to employ
a transmission scheduling strategy on the outgoing link (i.e., the scheduler has a
mean to select and to schedule the transmission of a new packet on the basis of
his distortion impact, with a transmission policy granting a privilege to the pack-
ets with the higher distortion). In particular, the network node is interested in
maximizing the overall quality over all input streams without exceeding the fixed
bandwidth on the outgoing link. Note that, in this environment, the optimal trans-
mission scheduling for the incoming packets is computed directly by the network
node that performs some cross layer information exchange because it reads some
application layer reserved bytes in the payload of every packet. In other words, by
using the rate-distortion information associated to each incoming packet, the node
decides which one will be dropped out from every stream, due to an insufficient
bandwidth on the outgoing link, and which ones will be forwarded. Moreover,
the proposed algorithms may be used to design a priority queue policy, based on
application quality requirements, leading to a smooth quality degradation [115].
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7.3 Wireless video scheduling using DEAs

Another application may provide high quality video delivery in Wireless LANs
(WLAN). Assume that there are multiple sources of video traffic communicating
over a shared wireless medium. The communication is performed via an Access
Point (AP) that supports the WLAN environment. Using the proposed algorithms,
each source can independently optimize the transmission schedule for its own
packets, so that the video quality of the stream sent over the shared channel is
maximized. It is assumed that each source node is able to capture and encode
its own stream, and that each node is able to communicate with an AP through
a wireless card. Each node runs a channel access scheme to share the resources.
In particular, the access scheme Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision
Avoidance (CSMA/CA) is employed for sharing the wireless medium among the
multiple users. With CSMA/CA, the users have to contend first for using the com-
munication channel before their actual transmissions. CSMA/CA is adopted by
most IEEE 802.11 WLAN standards.
Moreover, each user has a knowledge of the packet loss pattern by means of the
DATA-ACK packet handshake available at the MAC layer only for the point-to-
point communications. Using the packet loss pattern a user may estimate the
distortion by applying DEAs. Using this information, each user may perform
an optimal scheduling decision to minimize the distortion at the receiver. For
example, in case of unsuccessful access attempt, a packet is marked as avail-
able for retransmission and using the loss information, the end-user quality is
also estimated. When a new transmission opportunity occurs, the transmitter may
choose between the transmission of a new packet or the retransmission of a previ-
ously stored packet. Therefore, by running the proposed estimation algorithm and
by adopting a suitable threshold mechanism, the transmitter is able to select the
packet with the highest impact on the perceived distortion. Note, however, that a
user who may have many packets with a high impact on the perceived distortion,
is not allowed to transmit continuously because the protocol rules must guarantee
the fairness to all users.

7.4 Implementation of DEAs in a real test-bed

This section describes the tools developed to design and evaluate the performance
of a complete video streaming framework that uses the distortion estimated by
DEAs as a simple reactive method to prioritize video packets depending on the
distortion impact. In the following it is provided a detailed description of the sys-
tem setup and of the main tools developed. Then, a real campaign measurement is
conducted to evaluate the overall system performance in terms of enhancements
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of the user experience during the video streaming sessions.

7.4.1 System Tools

The modification added to the video encoder allows the generation of another out-
put parameter: a resume file containing the description of the NALUs together
with the associated distortion impact estimated using EDA. The total distortion
produced by the loss of each NALU is evaluated integrating the estimated distor-
tion in the actual GOP. The packetization rules adopted in the system setup, are
obtained fitting a single NALU into the payload of a RTP packet, while the RTP
header values are filled as defined in the RTP specification [32].
The distortion impact of each packet is attached in the RTP payload to allow other
network nodes to have access to this information. The distortion impact associ-
ated to each packet is stored in a compressed manner only using a single byte
to minimize overhead in the payload of the packet. The quantized distortionDq

takes values from 0 to 255, where lower values indicate negligible distortion im-
pact, while higher values indicate large distortion. IfD is the distortion produced
by the loss of a single packet, the quantized value is simply obtained using the
following expression:

Dq = bD ∗ 255

M
c, (7.1)

whereM represents the maximum distortion value obtained from an offline anal-
ysis of the encoded test sequences.

A simple transmission tool, that extracts both video slice packets and the as-
sociated distortion, has been developed. In particular, the tool establishes an RTP
connection with a specific IP address of one destination and then sends the H.264
video packets to a specified UDP port. The transmitter sends each packet accord-
ing to timing information by which the stream has been encoded. If the frame
rate is 30fps, all packets in one frame are sent in 33,3ms. The distortion attached
in each video packet, instead, measures the actual importance of each packet and
may be used directly by other network nodes without performing additional opera-
tions such as decoding. In particular, an intermediate node may simply capture the
packet, extract the first byte of the payload and perform the optimization. Observe
that, using this approach, an intermediate node is able to perform some cross-layer
information exchange using a realistic estimation of the perceived video quality.

In the test, the main purpose is the end user quality evaluation and for this
reason the transmitter and the receiver dump all packets by means of standard
capture tools such astcpdump[116] andwireshark[117] by which it is possible to
store packets allowing us to perform both offline decoding and quality evaluation.
The packet trace files of either the transmitter and the receiver are fit to another
developed tool that reconstructs the transmitted video as it is seen by the decoder,
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Figure 7.2: Prioritization strategies at the router node. a) Single queue. b) Multi-
ple queues with distortion prioritization.

comparing traces and simply discarding dropped or excessively delayed packets
from the original bitstream. The received packets are then filled to the decoder
in order to produce the YUV output raw file. Finally, the objective video quality
between the undistorted and the distorted sequence is evaluated using thepsnr
tool.

7.4.2 Streaming System Setup

This section describes the complete streaming system implementation, discussing
the related issues regarding the developed software, the computational complexity
and the adopted hardware. In the presented setup EDA is selected to measure the
actual distortion importance because the bottleneck link experiences a moderate
loss (as detailed in the following paragraphs). The estimated distortion is used to
provide a real implementation of a selective packet dropping strategy in a router
using consumer hardware.
In the proposed scenario the data rate on the incoming link at a network node
exceeds the data rate on the outgoing link so that it is required the bandwidth
adaptation. The router multiplexes all streams on the outgoing queue. In partic-
ular, one transmitter node sends both RTP video flows and additional competing
traffic using theiperf tool [118]. The router multiplexes all received traffic and
forwards it on the outgoing link to reach the destination. The outgoing link is a
wirelessad-hocnetwork with a PHY link rate fixed at 1Mbps. The maximum
UDP throughput sustainable on the wireless link, measured withiperf, is around
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Name Length Bit rate Y-PSNR(dB)
Foreman 300 157kbps 36.35
Carphone 300 197kbps 37.87

Miss America 300 65kbps 35.70
Silent 300 75kbps 36.28

Table 7.1: Main characteristics of the four test video streams.

850Kbps.
Two different prioritization strategies are implemented in the router as illustrated
in Fig 7.2. In the fist all the incoming traffic are multiplexed on a single outgoing
queue while, in the second, the RTP flows are forwarded on four different queues
on the basis of their distortion impact, according to a transmission policy granting
a privilege to the packets with the higher distortion values. In other words, by
using the distortion information associated to each video flow the router assigns
each packet on a different priority queue. The operating system adopted in the
router is based on Linux Ubuntu and both the routing and scheduling capabilities
are offered by the popular Click Modular Router [119] software. Click is used be-
cause it enables the design of a modular system with several functionalities imple-
mented in different components, calledElements. In the developed architecture,
Click captures incoming packets from the Ethernet network interface, classifies
them, and passes them to the corresponding queue. A new Click Element has
been developed to extract the distortion impact and to differentiate the incoming
traffic by the port number. In this way it is possible to differentiate competing
traffic from video stream flows. In particular, the iperf UDP traffic is transmitted
on port 22000 while the video flows uses ports from 1000 to 1004. The distortion
impact extracted from the video packets is used to map video packets on the router
queues fromq1 to q4. A ClassifierClick Element is used to compare the distortion
values of the video flows with a predefined thresholds evaluated by offline simula-
tions. TheClassifierassigns a priority to each packet as follow: queueq0 gives the
higher priority to the iperf traffic while video packets are assigned to queues from
q1 to q4. The three thresholds used in the test to map video packets on the queues
are: 64, 128 and 192. In this way packets with quantized distortion ranging from
0 to 63 are assigned to the queueq4 and so on.

The queue status is evaluated at regular intervals by the scheduler to check if
there is any packet to transmit. When a new packet is detected, the scheduler fits
the packet on the wireless card buffer. The wireless network is managed using the
Multiband Atheros Driver WiFi (MADWIFI) driver [120].

The testing scenario consists on collecting the trace statistics for offline anal-
ysis during the transmission of the RTP video flows and the additional competing
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Figure 7.3: Y-PSNR (dB) versus competing traffic rate.
• Single queue. ◦ Multiple queue.

traffic. Table 7.1 summarizes the main characteristics of the four video streams
encoded with the H.264 video codec. Several simulations are run using different
congestion levels by changing the rate of the competing iperf traffic. In particular
the UDP rate is changed from 100 Kbps to 500 Kbps allowing the scheduler to
discard some packets using the distortion information.

7.5 Experimental Results

Fig 7.3 shows the average Y-PSNR (dB) of the four sequences resulting from the
two prioritization schemes as a function of the competing traffic rate (Kbps). It
is possible to notice that the multiple queues with distortion prioritization scheme
outperforms the single queue scheme with a significant margin over the whole
range of the competing traffic rate. This confirms that the proposed scheme is able
to exploit the distortion information, allowing the scheduler to prioritize packets
with higher distortion impact. From Fig 7.3, it may be derived that the perfor-
mance gain of the prioritized scheme becomes more significant when the compet-
ing traffic rate increases. It is worth to notice that, with a competing traffic rate of
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Figure 7.4: Y-PSNR (dB) versus competing traffic rate per sequence (Kbps) for
Foreman, Carphone, Miss America, andSilent.
• Single queue. ◦ Multiple queues.

500 Kbps, the performance improvement using the prioritized scheme is around
6 dB in PSNR. Finally, the received quality of individual sequences as a function
of the competing traffic rate for both the prioritized scheme and the single queue
scheme is shown in Fig 7.4. From these results, it may be derived that the pro-
posed method makes comparable the quality of the different video streams, for the
examined background traffic conditions. More precisely, from the figure it may
be observed that when the rate of the competing traffic increases, the prioritized
scheme assigns more resources toForemanandCarphonethan toMiss America
and Silent. In fact, Foremanand Carphonehave a more significant impact on
the overall quality because of the higher distortion values of their packets. As
the competing traffic rate decreases, the distortion prioritized scheme sends larger
percentage ofMiss AmericaandSilent packets, as shown in Fig 7.4. At lower
competing traffic rates there is enough rate for these two sequences, so that the
scheduler can transmit also packets on lower priority queues.

7.6 DEAs in a Multi-hop Environment

This section describes another application scenario that may take advantage of
DEAs to improve the received video quality. In this experiment a streaming server
sends out a single stream on a four hop communication path. Every intermediate
node receives the video content and retransmit it to the next hop. The intermediate
hops elegantly discard some frames to adapt the output rate to the bandwidth while
alleviating the degradation in the decoded video quality in a distortion-constrained
way. Since the single hops in a multi-hop path are arranged in a descendent order
by the available bandwidth, the bandwidth to receive data is larger than one used
to send packets for every intermediate node. In order to avoid sending buffer
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Figure 7.5: Linear Multi-hop path with 4 hops and relative bandwidth.

overflow and the transmission of late video packets, intermediate nodes must drop
some frames to shape the receiving bit-rate to the sending bandwidth. The frames
received by every hop are selectively dropped according to their contribution to
the decoding quality.

Three different frame priority schemes are adopted in this simulation. In the
first the frame priority is simply determined based on the frame type. This mech-
anism is called Frame Drop Priority (FDP) scheme. According to the contribution
to the decoding quality, the priorities of the frames decrease by the type I, P and B.
In the second and third scheme the distortion impact of each packet is considered
to perform the scheduling decision. In particular, in the second scheme each node
has knowledge of the distortion impact of every packet simply extracting the dis-
tortion information contained in every frame. At each transmission opportunity
an hop scan all the received packets discarding excessive delayed ones. Then the
packet with the higher distortion is selected and scheduled for the next transmis-
sion. This simple scheme is called Distortion Drop Priority (DDP). In the third
prioritization scheme the sender has exact knowledge of the loss pattern of each
hop and is able to communicate the new packet distortion impact accordingly to
every hop using some signaling packets. In this way every intermediate node has
the knowledge of the effective distortion produced by the loss of a new packet.
During the first hop transmission some packets may be discarded due to band-
width limitations. By consequence, the single packet distortion needs to account
of the previous losses. The sender communicates the new distortion impact to al-
low intermediate nodes to use a more useful distortion values. This prioritization
scheme is called Advanced Distortion Drop Priority (ADDP).

In the experiment the standard sequenceForemanwith QCIF resolution is
encoded using the H.264 encoder at 30 fps with average bit rate of 326 Kbps.
The complete path is shown in Fig. 7.5 and the bandwidth of the links are fixed
for convenience in a descending order at 300 Kbps, 280 Kbps, 260 Kbps and
240 Kbps. Fig. 7.6 shows the total estimated MSE that corresponds to the loss of
each frame in every intermediate node. The bottom curve for example, represents
the distortion impact of every frame when a single loss occurs. The other curves
represent the distortion obtained at each hop considering that some packets have
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Figure 7.6: Total distortion experienced at every intermediate node as a function
of the lost packet.

been discarded during previous transmissions. Notice that the curves seem to have
a constant offset that corresponds to the total distortion in each intermediate hop.
Fig. 7.7 resumes the channel distortion measured in PSNR and obtained decoding
the received packets at each intermediate node using the three priority schemes.
PSNR are obtained comparing the decoded sequence with the error free sequence
so the PSNR does not account the source compression distortion. By the same
figure it follows that the performance of the DDP scheme outperforms the ones
of FDP. In fact, FDP is not able to differentiate between two P frames while DDP
captures the real distortion impact produced by the loss of every packet. Moreover,
ADDP has performance quite similar to DDP and this is due to the fact that the
distortion values used by ADDP and DDP has a similar envelope (that differs
only from a constant offset). Only in the third and fourth hop a little margin may
appear. Notice that using distortion information in a multi-hop communication
environment may provide significant benefits with respect to simple FDP scheme.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Summary of Accomplished Research

This thesis has considered some aspects of multimedia communication over un-
reliable and resource-constrained IP-based packet-switched networks. The focus
and objectives of the work are related to estimating the distortion deriving from
streaming a video content over an error prone network. Towards this end, the
first contribution of the thesis has been focused on estimating the video qual-
ity in a video communication system as it is seen by the receiver. Specifically,
low-complexity methods for estimating the envelope of the MSE in a video have
been developed, and many validation tests have been performed to measure the
capability of such algorithms. In detail, the estimation algorithms are based on a
low-complexity method for estimating the block-edge impairments in video. The
proposed methods may be applied at the encoding side of a video communication
system and the predicted distortion may be transmitted with the video content.
Validation results show that the employed algorithms are able to estimate in a bet-
ter way the distortion envelope in many different conditions such as changing the
sequence and the main encoder/decoder settings.
The next valuable contribution of the thesis considers how the performance of
streaming media application could be improved using the employed algorithms.
Different application scenarios are proposed and evaluated both through simula-
tion and real campaign measurements.
The last part of the thesis is an application and system study, focusing on how
the performance of an adaptive video streaming can be improved and enhanced
by utilizing the information provided by the distortion estimation algorithms. In
particular it is developed and evaluated a new rate-adaptation algorithm based on
the distortion impact of every packet.
Moreover, an adaptive video-on-demand solution based on H.264/AVC scalable

98
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video coding is presented, which is shown to enable efficient video distribution
over IEEE 802.11 wireless networks. The proposed rate adaptation is based on a
simple idea and allows streaming media applications to improve their own perfor-
mance, while allowing effectively traffic prioritization based on application met-
ric. A prototype of the video streaming system has been developed and presented,
and the overall system performance is evaluated using a real 802.11 network in-
frastructure. Moreover, the performance enhancements in respect to the traditional
transmission policies over a multi hop wireless network remarks the gain obtained
with the employed algorithms.

8.2 Future Work

The development of a new techniques able to estimate video quality remain an
important research goal, and will be essential in developing fully automated qual-
ity adaptation systems for multimedia services and applications. The proposed
algorithms quantifies the effect of network impairments, which are more relevant
for MPEG-4 and H.264/AVC codecs. With the recent standardization of the scal-
able version of the H.264 named SVC, the proposed algorithms may be extended
and improved to predict better the distortion derived from the loss on the network.
In particular for H.264/SVC, block-edge impairments are no longer the dominant
compression-related distortion, and methods for determining the impact of blur-
riness and ringing will become more important. Further, evaluating the impact
of transmission related distortions, such as packet loss for these new compression
schemes in an automated manner, is a difficult problem which is not yet fully
solved. Finally, both AVC and SVC support temporal scalability, that is to say,
methods for automatically evaluating the perceived impact of varying the frame
rate will be essential. With the adoption of SVC, this may also apply to other
types of video adaptation techniques.
The development and validation of new distortion estimation algorithms require
formal subjective testing in addition to comparison with state-of-the-art objective
video quality models. In order to evaluate and predict the perceptual effects of
compression, transmission and adaptation-related distortions, highly realistic de-
livery scenarios and appropriate processed test material must be used as a starting
point for subjective testing and distortion algorithm validation. Therefore, con-
tinued efforts are required to develop new distortion estimation algorithms, and
more realistic simulation scenario and real testbeds. Only in this way our studies
can better reflect real-life conditions.
With regard to the adaptive streaming solution presented in this thesis, future
works could include studying other scenarios, and further investigating on the
impact of varying system parameters. In addition, it would be interesting to ex-
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plore the effects that dynamic resource allocation mechanisms have on the perfor-
mance of the streaming video system. For example, the measure of the benefits
obtained in a real multi hop communication path will be explored and the benefits
obtained using other prioritization techniques available at the lower layer such as
the QoS prioritization mechanism available in IEEE 802.11e. In particular, the
development of a new mechanism able to map each packet in one of the 4 queues
available in the 802.11e standard that considers the distortion associated to each
packet. In this way a method that adaptively assigns each packet to one queue
basing on distortion information.
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